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Abstract
The main goal of this project is to design and construct a collaborative
information management system to promote the research of the Integrative
Neuroscience Initiative on Alcoholism (INIA), a consortium formed to explore the
neural mechanisms that link stress, anxiety and excessive alcohol consumption.
Building this collaborative bioinformatics system across geographic and disciplinary
barriers poses several challenges. We are developing several systems to gather and
analyze data from the different INIA researchers. The INIA Core System (INIACS)
has been designed and developed to support the exchange of data about samples and
results between the core analysis labs and the research labs that request services from
the cores. This system is also testing a method of storing data using a compromise
between XML (Extensible Markup Language) and RDBMS (Relational Database
Management System) technologies. This compromise can give us the architectural
flexibility to adapt to the evolution of the data models for the different kinds of
biological data that this INIA consortium will produce. Moreover, the design allows
for robust data integration, especially around the genes and gene products that are
identified in different data sets.
The INIACS is currently implemented in Oracle 8i RDBMS and a
user-interface has been developed in the PHP4 programming language. This thesis
discusses the requirements, which are needed to develop this information management
system and then presents the INIACS' design and implementation phases in detail.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
Many biologists currently do research by examining individual genes or gene
products one at a time. However, phenotypes of interest are created out of highly
interconnected networked systems of genes and gene products. In order to understand
the entire highly networked system and move toward a 'systems biology' approach (1),
researchers with expertise in several different genes, gene products, or systems have to
collect and integrate relevant data or knowledge that has been discovered from various
research fields. However, it is hard to acquire data from other research groups to gain
knowledge about important components in the networked system because they are
often located in different research institutions around the world. Due to the diversity
and complex nature of biological data, it is also difficult to integrate the information to
form a systematic view.
We are now entering the "post-genome" era. With the significant
advancements in high-throughput techniques (i.e. DNA microarrays, yeast two-hybrid
systems and mass spectrometry), biologists are able to investigate a set of thousands of
genes and gene products simultaneously and also study the relationships among them
at the system level. However, advances in experimental technology also result in the
accumulation of large amounts of data in one single experiment, which cannot be
handled easily by the traditional approach, (i.e. laboratory notebooks and simple
analyses). Larger scale data sets lead to a number of challenges, including data
analysis, access, storage and management. Moreover, because research in different
disciplines may focus only on selected components in a networked system, the expert
knowledge about each component in the system is often distributed at different
locations. Functioning in disparate locations increases the difficulty of data collection

and data analysis and collaboration as a whole. Yet another challenge is how to get
access to a wide variety of distributed resources that may be needed to understand
these networks. Typically, these resources include, for example, domain expertise,
technical expertise, equipment and computational resources. To gain knowledge from
multiple research fields, there is a growing trend toward collaborative research
projects that join researchers across or from multiple disciplines and institutions (2).
This trend results in resources being distributed geographically and requires advances
in information technology to support access to them.
To overcome these challenges and facilitate new advances in the biomedical
sciences, biologists will need information technology (IT) and bioinformatics tools to
acquire, manage, share and integrate complex and distributed data (3). Moreover,
those data sets must be organized so that sophisticated computational biology tools can
be applied.
The Integrative Neuroscience Initiative on Alcoholism (INIA) is a consortium
that was recently formed to investigate the complex neurobiological systems and
processes that are associated with stress and alcohol abuse using model organisms and
humans (4). The neurobiological phenotypes seen in response to stress, the phenotypes
associated with alcohol and other substance abuse, and possible networked
interconnections among these phenotypes are a fundamental problem of national
importance. This INIA consortium is using a number of model organisms and model
systems to understand the fundamental aspects of these phenotypes and the genetic
and molecular networks that help cause these phenotypes.
This consortium, like other large-scale collaborative research projects, will
have multiple needs for new advances in bioinformatics that can support system-wide
analysis. For example, to understand how sets of genes, gene products, and other
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factors interact within networked systems to create complex phenotypes, it is essential
to integrate and compare multiple levels of biological data from molecular, cellular
and organismal levels. A prerequisite to data integration is bioinformatics that can
acquire large amounts of data from all of the relevant researchers and store it in
semantically rich databases that allow integrated data viewing and analysis. Since
research in these networked biological systems will require expertise that is diverse
and geographically distributed, the bioinformatics will need to work in an Internet
environment or other Wide Area Network (WAN), preferably via standard web
technologies. Knowledge discovery in these widely accessible databases will also
require interactions among these different groups to process and interpret data sets, as
well as provide better computational analysis tools.

1.1 An Introduction to INIA
In 2002, the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism of the
National Institutes of Health funded a 5-year initiative, called Integrative
Neuroscience Initiative on Alcoholism (INIA}, to explore the neural mechanisms that
link stress, anxiety and excessive alcohol consumption. There are two principal
scientific consortia involved in this INIA funding. These are the INIA-West and
INIA-East consortia comprising multiple institutions across the United States. The
INIA-West consortium (5), headed by Dr. George Koob of The Scripps Research
Institute (TSRI}, San Diego, California, brings together scientists from the University
of Texas-Austin, the Oregon Health Sciences University, Indiana University School of
Medicine, the University of Colorado Health Sciences Center, and Stanford University
and SRI International. The INIA-East consortium, headed by Dr. Kathleen Grant of the
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Wake Forest University School of Medicine, also brings together scientists from the
University of Memphis, the University of Tennessee Health Sciences Center,
Vanderbilt University, the UT-ORNL Graduate School of Genome Science and
Technology and other researchers. The project described herein is developing an
information infrastructure specifically for the INIA-East consortium.

1.1.1 Background
Recent studies on the neural mechanisms involved in the development of
alcoholism have shown that excessive alcohol consumption and alcoholism result
from a complex interaction between multiple genetic and non-genetic factors. An
example of possible genetic factors is the GABAA receptors. GABAA receptors are the
principal postsynaptic receptors for gamma-amino-butyric acid (GABA). GABA is
required as an inhibitory neurotransmitter in the central nervous system (CNS) and is
widely distributed throughout the brain. Chronic use of alcohol results in alterations in
the GABAA receptor system; these alterations dampen the function of the GABAergic
system. Previous studies have suggested that the decreased inhibitory function of the
GABAergic system may contribute to alcohol withdrawal symptoms (6). In addition,
two GABAA subunit genes, GABRB3 and GABRA5, which have been found on
human chromosome 15 (7, 8), were reported to have alleles that are potentially
involved in the risk for alcoholism using family-based association tests (9).
Stress is an environmental factor widely thought to contribute to excessive
drinking and alcoholism. For example, stress related to job, social or financial
problems is thought to contribute to increased alcohol use and abuse. One assumption
is that alcohol relieves emotional pain and is often perceived as a loyal friend when
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people are suffering stressful life events (10). However, stress is induced by a complex
spectrum of behavioral, biological and emotional reactions that all have
neurobiological components involved. The reactions of the brain to stress appear to
involve biochemical components that vary with the individual's genotype. For
instance, the Corticotropin-Releasing Hormone (CRH) system is known to regulate
endocrine responses to stress (11). CRH is a 41-amino acid neuropeptide produced
mainly in a brain region called the hypothalamus. The CRH signal is transmitted by
CRH1 and CRH2 receptors with different expression patterns in the brain. Researchers
have found that the lack of a functional CRHl receptor may lead to increased alcohol
consumption in mice (12).
Anxiety is one of the body's responses to exposure to stressful life events. The
relationship between alcoholism and anxiety has also been addressed in previous
studies. For example, many patients with social anxiety disorder, which is an excessive
fear of social situations such as public speaking, are likely to suffer from alcohol abuse
or dependency problems. They appear to use alcohol to relieve their stress and fears.
Although there is some evidence to indicate a high degree of co-occurrence of anxiety
and alcoholism, the complex mechanisms of how stress may contribute to excessive
alcohol consumption is unclear. In addition, it is unclear how genes and genetic factors
influence these complex mechanisms and work with environmental factors (13).
In this INIA consortium, researchers use a multi-disciplinary approach to
identify the neural mechanism involved in stress-alcohol interactions at all levels, from
genetics through molecular biology and up to behavior (4). One primary mode of
collaboration is that all members of the consortium share and utilize various core
facilities so that researchers can access different types of

data,

resources, technologies

and expertise that are beyond the usual scope of a single lab. By sharing resources and
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information within the consortium, this large-scale collaborative project is expected to
assist researchers to discover new knowledge and further achieve its ultimate goal of
improving treatment and lessening the need for intervention.

1.1.2 Organimtion of the INIA
The current organizational structure of the INIA consortium is as follows. It
contains nine research project components (see table 1.1) to focus on the neural effects
of stress-alcohol interactions that contribute to excessive alcohol intake at all levels
from molecules to behavior in several organisms ranging from mice to monkeys and
humans. These research components are fully supported by five distributed core
facilities (see table 1.2) where the researchers can access resources, technologies and
expertise that are beyond the scope of any single research laboratory. In addition, it
currently contains five pilot project components (see table 1.3) to provide new
research activities, directions or opportunities related to the overall INIA aims. It is
anticipated that the consortium will recruit more experts from different research
groups in other research projects and initiate pilot projects to help establish
state-of-the-art knowledge resources for alcohol research. The Informatics Core will
need to build systems that can accommodate the additional research groups and pilot
projects being added.
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Table 1.1: Current INIA research project components
Project

Tide

1

System Mechanisms in Stress-Alcohol Interactions

2

Genetic Analysis of Alcohol Consumption and Stress

3

Complex Trait Analysis of Alcohol and Stress Interactions

4

Stress and Ethanol Self-Administration in Monkeys

s

Schedule-Induced Polydipsia Ethanol Drinking in Mice

6

Chimeric Analysis of Alcohol and Stress Interactions

7

Early Stress and Alcoholism: Neurobiological Analysis, David Friedman

8

Ethanol Stress and Dopamine

9

Ethanol Dependence and Stress Effects on Ethanol Drinking

Table 1.2: Current INIA core facilities
Core

1

Conduct Institution

Tide
Inducible Knockout Mouse Core
Informatics Core

Vanderbilt University
UT-ORNL Graduate School of Genome Science
and Technology

3

Genotyping Core

University of Tennessee Health Sciences Center

4

Bioanalytical Core

University of Memphis

s

Neurohistology Core

University of Tennessee Health Sciences Center
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Table 1.3 Current INIA pilot project components
Pilot
1

Title
Identification of Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs) in the Human Serotonin
Transporter of Alcoholics

2

Regulation of Synaptic Transmission in BNST by Norepinephrine and Alcohol

3

Stress and Ethanol Self-Administration in Mice

4

Adaptions to Stress/Alcohol Exposure in the Amygdala

s

Limbic Neuron Responses to GABA, Gluamate, and Ethanol in Knockout Mice

1.1.3 Interrelations between Core Services and Research Project
Components
The research addressed by research project components overlaps somewhat but
generally uses different approaches. Through formation of the INIA, researchers are
expected to provide complementary information and resources for each other. For
example, in Project 1, research in the impact of gene knockouts on alcohol effects in
stress-related brain regions will provide researchers with the information about the
role of these genes that can help to explain the alcohol-related phenotypes observed in
Project 5. The examination of the effects of stress on excessively drinking monkeys in
Project 4 will help researchers in Project 1, Project 2 and Project 5 to find new
stress-alcohol interactions related to heavy drinking phenotypes in rodents.
Sometimes the expertise or technologies that are needed by the research
projects may not be found in the investigator's laboratory or institution but in INIA's
cores, which may be located at another university, or institution . Core facilities are
cost-effective because they provide researchers with access to expensive instruments
8

and advanced expertise that their laboratories or universities may not have.
Researchers are also allowed to access the new technologies or research models
developed by core facilities. For example, the Inducible Knockout Mouse Core will
provide several research components with a number of gene-targeted or
region-specific and inducible knockout mice used to examine stress-anxiety-alcohol
interactions. The Bioanalytical Core will provide researchers with access to
microarray techniques and specific services on the analysis of stress-related hormone
levels. In addition to providing services, the cores can establish new model systems
from findings in research components. For example, the new alcoholism-related genes
or specific brain regions identified in Project I and Project 6 components can be used
as hypotheses for the Inducible Knockout Mouse Core to create new knockout model
systems in mice.
INIA research labs are expected to request services from these cores. INIA
researchers need to communicate with core services to arrange the analysis.
Depending on what kind of analysis is needed, researchers will need to send samples
or raw data to core labs. The core labs will do the required analysis and give the results
back to the researchers. All of the data and information generated during this
collaboration process will be managed through the Informatics Core and stored in a
central data repository where researchers will be able to track sample movements,
access data and share or exchange information with other INIA members .
In addition to providing collaboration systems for collecting and storing data,
the Informatics Core is responsible for developing computational analysis tools to
facilitate the data interpretation and information dissemination. For example,
expression array data from �e Bioanalytical Core may need the Informatics Core to
provide computational analysis and data mining. In addition, the Q1L (Quantitative
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Trait Loci) data generated in the Project 3 component will need advanced data mining
and computational analyses. In order to gain knowledge from this multi-disciplinary
approach, the Informatics Core will devise methods for integrating data that are
generated from different levels of analysis within this INIA consortium.

1.2 T he Project
As the Informatics Core of the INIA, our lab is responsible for developing and
maintaining appropriate information infrastructures for this INIA consortium. We are
developing several systems to accomplish these tasks. This project initiated work on
one of those tasks. As a part of the funding project under the INIA consortium, the
objective of this project is to meet the collaborative information technology needs of
the INIA. The following section summarizes the ideas of major design requirements.
This user requirements analysis would be the driver for the design and implementation
of the system.

1.2.1 INIA's Needs
As mentioned in section 1.1, this project is specifically for the !NIA-East
consortium, widely distributed collaboration. Most major projects are scattered around
Tennessee and North Carolina. With the complex interrelationships among the INIA
components (refer to section 1.1.3), many data sets will need to be transferred back
and forth among these collaborators.
Without an advanced IT infrastructure, the INIA researchers could exchange
data and communicate with others only via e-mail, paperwork or telephone. Research
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labs could arrange their requests with core labs via these methods but these requests
would not be easily archived for researchers or for the INIA project administration
core. In addition, integrated access to the data would not be feasible . Raw data or result
files would be stored in several local computers or database systems. Also the data
would be stored with no enforced transactional integrity or enforced semantic
structuring. Thus, these ad hoc methods would make it difficult to access or exchange
data as well as to integrate or share data among the consortium members due to the
geographic limitation .
To overcome these problems, two components are needed in this INIA
consortium. The first one is a central database system using a database management
system (DBMS) to assist researchers in accessing, exchanging and managing
collaborating data. A DBMS is a software program designed to handle all access to the
data in a database (14). Typically, DBMSs need networking support to allow multiple
users to run operations on data sets remotely and simultaneously. There are several
advantages that could add value to unstructured or semistructured data when a DBMS
is used. For example, a DBMS can enforce standard processes, ensure transactional
integrity, provide archived backups, automate routine procedures, and help enforce
semantic structuring that can promote data integration .
Researchers can store their data in this database system. Once researchers
submit their requests and send samples to core labs, the system will assist these core
labs to manage and organize relevant data or information. In addition, researchers can
share their new discovery with others easily without heavy workload.
The second required component is an interface layer that enables users and
applications to access the DBMS. In this project, the user interface will be web-based,
given the wide range of users. The interface layer is responsible for the communication
11

between end users and the application and data layers. A user interface can deliver
user's requests to the application layer, which is responsible for sending those requests
to DBMS (15). In the Oracle DBMS, for example, the interactions between the
application layer and the database server can be accomplished through the Oracle Call
Interface (OCI). A web-based user interface is also responsible for formatting the
query results into HTML pages that allow people to access and exchange
geographically distributed data via the Internet no matter where they are. This
interface should be compatible with most common web browsers, e.g. Internet
Explorer (IE), and also easy to use on different platforms such as Windows or UNIX
environment. With this component, researchers can confirm and monitor their
interactions with other labs, track samples, and receive analysis results on the web site
as long as they have an Internet network connection.
With high-throughput techniques, such as those used in some INIA research,
some laboratories may generate tremendous amounts of data per day. In such cases, it
can be very cumbersome to process and manage data manually. Among the
requirements for higher sample throughput is making the process automatic and
efficient. To meet this demand, an IT infrastructure is often used by projects to
automate and otherwise facilitate the routine processes of data discovery.

For

example, a Laboratory Information Management System (LIMS) can be used to
manage the collaborative resources and deliver the resources to designated areas.
These areas could be in the same laboratory where the resources are generated or other
collaborative labs at different physical locations ( 16, 17, 1 8).
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1.2.2 Proposed Solution: A Web-based Laboratory Information
Management System
These collaborative resources could be stored in a central LIMS data repository
and then distributed through a web-based user interface. In this project, a LIMS-like
information management system called INIA Core System (INIACS) is developed as a
model, which is expected to meet the requirements of this large consortium. This
system must provide certain basic functionality, for example, storing the information
that is relevant to each individual sample, tracking sample movements and test
processes, and reporting results to users ( 19). Additional development beyond the
scope of this project may be needed for the specialized internal needs of each core.
The INIACS system is designed to centralize data collection, storage, analysis
and reporting through a set of database applications that include a relational database
management system (RDBMS) and several software packages, which can enforce the
INIA "business rules" and provide user interfaces.
In addition, this project will address some issues that are not usually found in
information management systems for small research groups. For example, in large
collaborative projects, multiple users need to access the database simultaneously but
with different privileges, e.g. some data sets may be accessed by one particular group
of users but not others. Thus, those data must be stored in a secure and accessible way
that can control its access to users (20). In other words, the system needs to ensure that
users could access what they should and cannot access what they should not. Moreover,
the data should be sharable among the consortium or off-site collaborations. In such a
way, other researchers will be able to add their expert interpretation or annotation on
the shared data.
13

In order to exchange or integrate heterogeneous data, this system will be
designed to test a method of storing data using a compromise between XML
(Extensible Markup Language) and RDBMS. This compromise can give us the
architectural flexibility to adapt to rapidly evolving data models for the different types
of biological data that this INIA consortium will produce. The data can be kept in
XML files and some of the most useful data items will be decomposed into relational
tables. This partial decomposition will be described later in section 6.2.
This system should be scalable so that it could be integrated with other local
LIMSs, which already exist in core labs. This system can serve as a core system within
this consortium. Researchers could capture the data stored in local LIMSs through this
core system and avoid duplication of data from one site to another. As a level above
other systems, it could provide users a consistently appearing interface so that users
can easily navigate the interface across different systems.
In this project I have designed and developed an IT infrastructure for the INIA
consortium. The system was developed to assist INIA researchers in acquiring,
managing, sharing, and analyzing large data sets. This IT infrastructure should enable
researchers to better collaborate and gain insights from shared data sets. In addition,
this infrastructure can serve as a framework to support the integration of additional
bioinformatics tools that can further assist researchers in finding insights from these
large data sets. The insights that are fostered by this IT system should lead to new
hypotheses and knowledge about the neurobiology of stress and alcoholism.
Additional developments beyond the scope of this initial project may be needed for the
specialized needs of each core, which will become apparent as this first system is
tested. The INIACS system we implemented should allow this integration. Additional
bioinformatics research is ongoing that can help end users manipulate some types of
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data that will be stored in INIACS and find fundamental insights from the data. The
INIACS LIMS framework we have created is required to make these advanced
analysis tools really useful for the analysis of large data sets from the INIA
collaborations.
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Chapter 2 INIACS: An Overview
The INIA Core System (INIACS), an information management system, is
developed to support data exchange among the INIA consortium. In addition, it should
be able to assist the routine processing and knowledge discovery of large-scale
collaborative projects. Like other information management systems, the INIACS
should meet the significant needs of the consortium . As new technologies rapidly
develop in life sciences, there is an explosion in data generation and format diversity
that would be a challenge for developing the INIACS. This rapid development can
cause difficulty in data transfer and integration . To address this problem, the first
version of the INIACS is designed and implemented as a prototype having both
flexibility and extensibility. It should be able to integrate with other information
systems and add more functionality in adapting to changes in technologies. The
objectives of this project are defined in this chapter. This will be followed by a
description of the system architecture and an overview of the key features of the
INIACS.

2.1 Objectives of the Project
According to the needs of the INIA consortium, there are two major goals
defined for this project. Each goal has one specific aim to achieve .
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2.1.1 Goal 1: Promote INIA Collaboration and Information
Management
The INIACS should support the geographically distributed collaborations
among the INIA consortium members. Due to the diverse research fields within this
consortium, the system should also support various data sets in such a way as not to
limit those data sets to any particular field. In other words, a data repository is needed
and it should accept many types of data that this INIA consortium will produce.

•

Specific Aim: Generic Database System Development
To achieve this goal, we need to develop a generic database system to handle all
kinds of information derived from the collaborations. For robust interactions
between researchers and core services, it should provide researchers with the
facilities needed to track the request process and sample movement. The database
details will be discussed in chapter three.

2.1.2 Goal 2: Promote Data Sharing and Resource Use
The INIA consortium was formed to integrate research knowledge from
multidisciplinary approaches in order to understand the behavioral neuroadaptive
process. To this end, it is crucial to allow researchers to access all resources that are
useful in assisting them to build model hypotheses for new knowledge discovery. Thus,
the INIACS should build a data sharing and accessing model that is suitable for this
consortium.
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•

Specific Aim: Web-based Interface Development
To achieve this goal, we need to develop a database-backed web interface that
allows consortium members and other interest groups access to shared resources.
The interface design will be discussed in chapter four.

2.2 Architecture of the INIACS
Several components are needed in building an information management
system to support collaborations, such as hardware, software and network components.
Each of them plays a specific, important role in the system. For example, a software
application with networking support such as a web-based user interface allows
multiple users to run operations on the same data set simultaneously.
Typically, most application programs have three major functional and logical
layers: an interface layer, a business logic layer and a data layer.
The INIACS is designed to have the interface and business logic layers
together on one machine and the data layer could be separated on another database
server machine. The interface and business logic layers were implemented in PHP, a
web-friendly programming language. PHP is a server side language with the
Application Programming Interfaces (APls) support to the connection of the data layer
so that the application can be accessed from different directions (see figure 2. 1 ).
The INIACS data layer was implemented within the ORACLE Si RDBMS.
ORACLE provides an API called Oracle Call Interface (OCI) that allows the
applications to interact with the Oracle servers. PHP provides functions that can use
the OCI to access Oracle databases.
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User Machine

User Interface

Interface Layer
Business Logic Layer
PUP OCI-Support
Functions

OCI API

Data Layer
(Oracle Si RDBMS)
Fig.2. 1 The architecture of the INIACS
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With this architecture, the INIACS allows multiple users to access the same
data sets simultaneously from different computers, geographical locations, programs,
and protocols. Currently, the major route of access to INIACS is via the Web and the
PHP software layers, but other methods, such as Open Database Connectivity (ODBC)
connections can be added so that a user, for example, could also use Microsoft Excel
or Access to view and report on the data.

2.3 INIACS Key Features
Like other laboratory information management systems, the INIACS provides
certain basic functionality needed to support collaborations: service requesting, sample
login, sample tracking, experiment scheduling, result reporting and other processing
components. In addition, this system provides researchers with a project management
function and data sharing function. An overview of these key features is given in this
section. Detailed design issues will be discussed in chapter four.

2.3.1 Service Requesting
INIA researchers are able to request a service through this functionality.
Meanwhile, for the purpose of properly organizing the relevant data according to the
request, a project is automatically created by the system (see figure 2.2). All of the
relevant data including samples and results will be associated with the project (refer to
section 2.3.6).
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2.3.2 Sample Login
This functionality allows users to log samples into the system. Since multiple
samples need to be analyzed in a large project, users are allowed to create a sample set
for logging multiple samples. Users can also create multiple sample sets associated
with a single project (see figure 2.3). A sample item could be added right after the
sample set has been created or sometime later by assigning the sample to an existing
sample set.

2.3.3 Sample Tracking
This functionality allows users to track samples throughout the distributed
collaboration. The INIACS provides a hierarchy tracking function. Multiple sample
movements can be tracked by using a project ID or a sample set ID, and a single
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sample item can be tracked by using a file ID or a shipment ID (see figure 2.4). An
example of tracking multiple sample movements using a project ID is shown below
(see figure 2.5).

2.3.4 Experiment Scheduling
This functionality allows core labs to schedule experiments that are needed for
working on a project (see figure 2.6). In addition, this design should allow core
services to create customized worksheets according to the way they analyze or assign
the standard protocol to an experiment in a routine process. This will be discussed in
section 6. 1 .
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2.3.5 Result Reporting
Core labs are able to report results through this functionality. Results can be
stored in any type of electronic format. Like the sample login function, core
researchers need to create a result set first and load their results into the set they
created. Multiple result sets can be associated with a single project (see figure 2. 7).

2.3.6 Project Management
The INIACS provides two types of project management functionality. The first
type is specifically for research labs. It provides a full set of functions that are needed
to work on a project, e.g. to update some requirements on the request, to login samples
or to track sample movements. It also allows research labs to acquire the relevant data
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from core labs such as responses, experiment schedules or results (see figure 2.8).
The second type is specifically for core labs. Thus, it provides a full set of
functions that are needed for core labs to work on a project, e.g. to make responses, to
receive samples, to schedule experiments or to report results. In addition, with this
functionality core labs can update process status or move finished projects to archives
(see figure 2.9).

2.3.7 Data Sharing
The ultimate goal of the consortium is to share data among all researchers in
the field. However, not all researchers want to share their raw data before analysis.
Thus, some preliminary data will need to be temporarily restricted from public view
until it is validated.
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From this point of view, we have to design and implement a rule to manage and
secure the information resources. The control of the data passes to the research lab
once the core lab has completed the analysis. The research lab can then release the data
to public domains when it is ready. With this functionality the researchers who
requested the services are able to share their projects with different public domains by
changing the mode of the project (see figure 2.10). Three public domains are defined:
INIA-East, INIA-All and World domains (see figure 2.11). If the project is private and
not sharable with others, it will be in the "Ownership" mode.

2.4 Collaborative System Integration
During the software development phases, the cost of developing a tool is an
important consideration. Sometimes, to achieve the goals and aims in an economic
solution, it is possible to choose and integrate existing tools as well as to develop code
for special needs like the INIA.
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The INIACS is designed to handle and manage the distributed data that will be
produced in the collaborative process, e.g. samples, sample movement information,
experimental data, and results. However, there are other types of information that can
help foster geographically distributed collaborations and need to be handled properly.
This would include the information about scheduling meetings or teleconferences,
personal contact information, or the researcher expertise. Moreover, some information
(e.g. personal contact information) may need to be shared with other systems, e.g.
MuTrack, a system used by some INIA researchers to manage mouse information.
Since the INIACS will not support these resources, we need to choose and integrate
other tools that can help us to handle those resources with INIACS.
Fortunately, there are many existing open-source and modifiable collaborative
systems, which can be found on the Internet, e.g. a lot of free software can be found at
the SourceForge.net which is the world's largest open source software development
website (21 ). For example, another group in our lab is currently developing one
collaborative system called BioTeams-ver0.5 (see figure 2.12) which was modified
from the Ultimate Team Organization Software (TU'IOS) (22), an open system found
at SourceForge.net to manage the organizational needs of small groups or teams. The
BioTeams system is designed to be a model of "Person-Expertise Database" for
biological collaborations to manage data about people, such as the contact information
and personal role in a collaborative project. The project administrator can easily
manage the human resources involved in the project or assign a particular role or task
to a person . By integrating with the BioTeams system, it is expected to enhance the
capability of the INIACS to handle many kinds of resources.
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Figure 2.12: The interface of BioTeams system
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Chapter 3 Database Design
This chapter describes the approach that has been taken to achieve the first goal
of this project as defined in section 2.1.1. As previously mentioned, access to the
geographically distributed resources for INIA researchers requires a central database
system. Since many types of resources need to be managed through this system, the
database design is a crucial issue in this project if we are to be able to use the modest
informatics resources in an efficient way. A good database schema is needed to
capture data robustly with sufficient semantic structuring and to help automate
transactions for the required processes.
A well-designed database should follow the "business logic" rules and support
the processes of its users. This database must also have the flexibility to adapt to
changes in the data model, because new types of data are likely to be produced by
INIA researchers. In this project, a generic database system that can meet the basic
requirements of this INIA consortium has been designed and implemented. This
system is designed to permit refinements and customizations to support the specific
needs of different core service labs and research labs.
A relational database model has been chosen to design and implement the
INIACS schema in Oracle Si RDBMS. In section 3.1, the basic concept of a relational
database model is introduced as well as the advantages when it is used. Following that,
the issues about the INIACS database design is discussed, including the requirements
analysis, the definition of the integrity constraints (business rules), the logical design
(with Entity-Relationship (ER) modeling), the translation of the schema into
Structured Query Language (SQL) and some important issues needed to address in
order to meet the requirements.
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3.1 An Introduction to Relational Databases
In general, the efficiency of a DBMS is largely determined by the database
model created during the design process. A database model is a collection of logical
constructs used to describe the structure of a database. Since 1960s, the evolution of
DBMS has been driven by the emergence of several database models. Those are the
hierarchical database model, the network database model, the relational database
model and the object-oriented database model. Although each model has its own
advantages and disadvantages when used in developing a DBMS, the relational
database has become the dominant product in today's database marketplace (15).
The relational database model, first introduced by E.F. Codd of IBM Research
Laboratory in 1970 (23), is implemented through a Relational Database Management
System (RDBMS). RDBMSs provide functions to make the relational database model
understandable and implementable. It is believed that the first RDBMS product was
the Multics Relational Data Store (MRDS) offered by Honeywell Information Systems
in 1976 (24). Later on the INGRES developed at the University of California,
Berkeley was commercialized by Relational Technology, Inc. in the late 1970s. In the
1980s, IBM also released two commercial RDBMS products, SQIJDS and DB2 (25).
Today, the most popular commercial RDBMSs include Oracle, Sybase, and Microsoft
SQL Server and the most commonly used open-source RDBMSs are MySQL and
PostgreSQL.
The concept of the relational database model provides that the �tabase can be
broke down into separate but related tables (relations). A table is essentially a
two-dimensional structure composed of rows and columns. Each row (tuple) describes
an item (entity) and each column (attribute) describes one of the characteristics of an
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item. All values in a column must conform to the same data type (domain). Generally,
any given entity (row) must be uniquely identified by an attribute that is the primary
key of the table. The primary key must be unique so that it can maintain the integrity of
the database. Related items can be linked through the use of these keys. In other words,
a relationship between rows (tuples) in two table� can be created if they share a
common field in which the primary key of one table column can appear again as a
potential link (foreign key) in another table column. In such way, it can ensure the
referential integrity of the database (14, 15, 25).
There are several advantages when a relational database model is used. Within
a relational database system, the RDBMS manages all of the physical data storage
details. The database designer does not need to consider how to physically storing the
data when the database structure is determined. The RDBMS can still access the data
even the database structure has been changed. This characteristic is known as the
"structural independence" (15). Thus, this model allows one to ignore-at one
level-the physical data storage characteristics; hence one is able to concentrate on the
logical view of the database. The structured query language (SQL) gives this model an
ad hoc query capability. SQL facilitates manipulations and interoperations of data as
sets. SQL is easy to learn and makes database design, implementation, management
and use much easier than some other database models. Because it is a standard
language for dealing with relational databases, almost all RDBMS products support
variants of a shared SQL standard set of commands (15). These advantages together
contribute to the reasons why the RDBMS has become the dominant product in
today's database market and the reason why it has been chosen as the model in this
project. When reduced to practice, however, there are some complexities that can
occur in the relational database design. A fully normalized data model avoids a
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number of difficulties in data update or other problems, but this design can also come
with some costs in ease of construction and ease of use. We have tended to follow a
"best practices" view of what works given our resource limitations, rather than an
overly strict adherence to relational database theory.
There are three types of the relationships that an entity can have with another
one. The three types are as follows:

• One-to-one (1:1) relationship: One row in the first table (parent) can be
associated with only one row in the second table (child), and vice-versa.

• One-to-many (1 :N) relationship: One row in the first table (parent) can be
associated with many rows in the second table (child). But one row in the second
table is associated with only one row in the first table.

• Many-to-many (M:N) relationship: One row in the first table may be associated
with many rows in the second table; furthermore one row in the second table may
also be associated with many rows in the first table.

In the following sections, design considerations for the INIACS database will
be presented in several categories: requirements analysis, logical design (including ER
modeling and logical data model), the schema definition in SQL and remaining issues
needed to address.
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3.2 Requirements Analysis
Requirements analysis is the first step in system development. Although
requirements analysis in most current software engineering methodologies is
somewhat iterative with other steps, it is still the first step to be taken. A prerequisite to
deliver an effective database product is that one must first evaluate what are the most
important

user requirements

of the business or organization. In other words, before

designing this database, it is crucial for designers to have a clear understanding of the
research processes and business rules that have to be followed. An overall requirement
of the INIACS is to support the research processes that occur among core labs and
research labs. An equally important overall requirement is that the data sets that are
accumulated during these processes will need to be archived, shared among INIA
researchers and, as appropriate, presented to the public. Meeting these requirements is
the prerequisite if we are to propose computational analysis and user-assisted data
mining that use these large and shared data sets to gain insights and hypotheses.

3.2.1 User Populations and Lab Classification
A part of requirements analysis is to establish the potential users and their roles.
The primary end users would be those researchers who are involved in any one of the
INIA's research project components or core laboratories. Some other researchers
informally involved in collaborations may be among the potential users. Eventually,
other researchers that may want access to the public data may also become users.
These users may be involved in more than one research component or core.
Furthermore, people involved in the same component or core could be from different
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physical locations and laboratories. These components may work together via Internet
networking and teleconferencing. Hence a "laboratory" is defined as a "virtual" lab in
this system and need not be located at a particular physical place. (For example the
Bioanalytical Core includes researchers in both Tennessee and North Carolina.) Based
on this definition, two types of INIA laboratories can be classified as follows:
• Research labs: A project just doing fundamental research is classified as a
research lab in this system. Researchers in this type of lab are able to request
services from any one of the core facilities.
• Core (service) labs: The second type of laboratories is a core (or service) lab.
These cores may involve some research, but they also provide services, expertise,
instruments, or other resources that other labs might be able to use to advance their
research. Thus, researchers in this type of lab are funded by this project to help
respond to service requests from other labs. They obtain service requests, do some
sort of analysis or work, and provide the results of their work back to requesting
labs. A core lab may also function as a research lab in that it may make a request to
another core service if it needs help in the area of the other core's expertise.
The external level of the INIACS database consists of several user views which
can be classified into two categories: research lab view and core lab view, so that
researchers could access data through either one of them depending on what kind of
lab they are acting as.
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3.2.2 Research and Collaboration Processes
Another phase of requirements analysis is to examine the "business processes"
that users may use. For this collaboration, most processes this project initially needs to
support are transactions between research labs and core service labs. In a likely
scenario, this consists of two overall processes. The fist set of processes involves a
researcher from one research lab submitting a request to a core service lab. The second
set of processes includes the core service lab responding to that request, doing the
analysis, and returning the results to the research lab. In these collaboration processes,
core labs can also play a research lab role (role transition state) if there is a need to
request a service from other cores. An example of this would be the Bioanalytical Core
asking the Informatics Core to provide computational analysis on microarray gene
expression data. Figure 3. 1 shows these collaboration processes among this INIA
consortium.

R : Research lab role
S : Service lab role
{ } : Role transition

-+ : Requesting a service
-+ : Returning the results
Fig. 3. 1 Research and collaboration processes of the INIA
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There is a need for more detailed processes, and some communications
between research labs and core labs are also involved in the collaboration processes.
For example, research labs might update their requests after submitting; alternatively,
core labs may need to negotiate with research labs to decide when their samples can be
sent or to request more samples if the received samples are in bad condition. More
details on the workflow will be discussed in chapter four.

3.2.3 Business Rules
Doing requirements analysis developing "business rules" from the prior
analysis of people and processes is helpful to guide development of the system. For
example, these rules help create integrity constraints. These constraints are the rules
that define the policy, procedure, or principle · of the business for building the
applications (15). Business rules are intended to be implemented in code or in the
database that enforces the behavior of the system. In other words, business rules
ensure that data in the database are correct, so that they help to preserve the data
integrity of a database. In addition, business rules help designers to develop
appropriate entity relationships and foreign key constraints in database design phases.

They also help guide them in creating a simple database system that is not too complex.
Thus, to create and update the INIA's business rules is needed when designing the
INIACS database schema. The potential business rules include the following:

• One lab can provide multiple core services, but any particular core service can be
offered only by one lab.
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• One request can be submitted to only one service, but one service can accept
multiple requests from different research labs at the same time.

• One request can have multiple updates, but one update can belong to only one
request .
• One request can have multiple sample sets, but one sample set can belong to only
one request .
• One sample set can include multiple sample items, but one sample item can belong
to only one sample set .
• One sample item could be an electronic data file or a shipping sample.

• One response can belong to only one request, but one request could get multiple
responses

• One experiment can be scheduled only for one request, but one request could
require multiple experiments.

• One result set can be created only for one request, but one request can have
multiple result sets .
• One result set can include multiple result items, but one result item can belong to
only one result set .
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• One result item could be an electronic data file, a resource web link or a gene
identified in the analysis.

3.3 Entity Relationship Modeling
Entity-Relationship (ER) modeling is a popular high-level conceptual data
model that was first introduced by Peter Chen in 1976 (26). This ER model presents
the database entities and their relationships in a graphical structure that makes the
complex database schema is more easily understood by designers, programmers and
somewhat trained nontechnical users (15).
This model is used to put the requirements and the entity relationships into a
meaningful diagram. First, however, the main entities of this system must be identified
based on the business rules, so that the conceptual schema of INIACS database can be
presented in an ER diagram.

3.3.1 Main Entities of INIACS
• LABS: As mentioned in section 3.2.1, in INIACS a lab is defined as a virtual lab
derived from a research project component or a core facility of the INIA
consortium. People involved in the same component or core are in the same lab
despite their physical locations.

• SERVICES: This entity describes any service offered by a core lab.
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• REQUESTS: This entity describes each request made by a research lab to get a
particular service performed for a set of samples or set of data.

• PROJECTS: A large amount of information could be associated with one request
and accessed by both of the research lab and core lab; this entity is responsible for
grouping all of this information together. A project is created whenever a request
has been made. Because one project is created for only one request, it has
one-to-one relationship with the request entity.

• PROJECT_STATUS: This entity keeps a history of changes on the status of the
request and project.

• UPDATE_REQUEST: During the collaboration process, researchers are able to
update their requests if needed. This entity describes the update records and keeps
the original request information in the request entity.

• SAMPLE_SETS: As mentioned in the business rules (section 3.2.3), one request
can have multiple physical samples and data sets that are needed in processing the
analysis. This entity is responsible for grouping multiple samples together into a
sample set.

• UPLOAD_FILES and SHIP_SAMPLES: The system should have the capability
to handle multiple types of samples. Here, two types of samples are defined as
follows: UPLOAD_FILES entity describes the electronic type that needs to be
uploaded in the operation system (OS). For example, microarray raw data in a
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Microsoft Excel documents about the experimental details for the RNA samples

belongs to this type. SHIP_SAMPLES describes the physical thing that needs to
be shipped to the core lab, e.g. tissues, mice, DNA, RNA and proteins.

• FORMATS: This entity describes the format of the electronic data including
sample or result files. For example, MAGE-ML is a XML based markup language
to describe microarray gene expression data.

• RESPONSES: During the collaboration process, core labs might need to response
to or communicate with research labs. For example, core labs need to contact with
research labs if there were some circumstances occurred during the test. This entity
provides core labs to be able to communicate with research labs.

• EXPERIMENTS: Multiple experiments might be needed for processing one
single request. This entity describes the experiments performed for each
project/request.

• RESULT_SETS: Multiple results might be produced from one single experiment.
Similar to the SAMPLE_SETS entity, this entity is responsible for grouping
multiple results into a set.
• RESULT_BLOBS: A major type of results is assumed to exist in this system. This
type includes all kinds of electronic

format data, e.g. images, text files, Excel files

and XML files etc. In order to store the various types of data, a Binary File
(BFILE), which is a

type

of SQL Large Object (LOB) data
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type,

is used as an

attribute in this entity to indicate where the binary file is stored on the file system
of the database server. This entity describes result items produced by core labs.

• GKDB_LINKS: Another goal of the INIACS Informatics Core is to provide INIA
consortium a biological data mining environment. For example, to assist
researchers in drawing the regulatory network of genes discovered from different
analysis. To achieve this goal, the INIACS is proposed to integrate with the
GeneKeyDB, a data mining environment developed in Dr. Jay Snoddy ' lab. With
the GeneKeyDB, researchers can analyze a set of genes at a time. This entity
describes the characteristic of genes that are of interest in any data set from the
analysis, (e .g. the LocusLink IDs of genes that are mutated from the mouse
knockout core .) These keys can be used as the input of the GeneKeyDB
application (this will be discussed in section 6.2).

• WWW_LINKS: This entity describes hypertext links by which the online
resources might be related to a result. For example, the Neurohistology Core may
produce very large Tagged Image File Format (TIFF) files that may not need to be
stored directly in the database, but the URL could be used to retrieve the TIFF
image from its location, if the smaller jpeg image is not adequate .

3.3.2 ER Diagram Representation
After identifying the main entities, an entity relationship diagram (ER diagram)
can be drawn to represent the ER model of the INIACS database . The basic
components of an ER diagram are as follows :
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• Entities: An entity is shown as a rectangle containing the name of the entity. In
general, an entity is mapped to a relational table in the logical design phase.

• Relationships: A relationship is represented by a diamond containing the name of
the relationship. If two entities are related to each other, a diamond is used to
connect the two rectangles, which represent the two entities. As mentioned in
section 3. 1, there are three types of relationships that an entity can have with other
entities: one-to-one ( 1 : 1 ), one-to-many (1 :N) and many-to-many

(M:N).

The type

of a relationship is denoted next to each rectangle. In this project, the relationships
can be defined based on the business rules mentioned in section 3.2.3.
• Properties: A property of an entity is a set of attributes that describe the overall
characteristics of the entity. Attributes are represented by ovals connected to their
entity.
Figure 3.2 shows the ER diagram that represents the conceptual schema of the
INIACS database. In order to keep the diagram simple and easily understandable, the
attributes of entities are omitted in this diagram. They will be defined in section 3.4.

3.4 Logical Data Model
After designing the INIACS conceptual schema, the next step of database
design is the logical design phase where the ER model is transformed into a more
detailed relational data model that maps each entity to a relational table. The attributes
of each entity are determined in this step. Finally, the primary key and foreign keys of
each table are also determined in this step.
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Figure 3.2: The entity relationship diagram (ERO) of the INIACS
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Generally, to enforce that no tuple will be duplicated in a table, a unique
identifier (ID), which is referred to as a primary key, will be assigned to each tuple. If
two tables are related to each other, the primary key of the first table will appear as the
foreign key in the second one to enforce the referential integrity. In addition, for a
better integration with BioTeams software, some attributes are added in several tables
for referring to the records stored in the BioTeams' database. For example, an
"investigator" attribute is used in several tables to refer to the primary key (ID) of the
"ADDRESSES" table in the BioTeams' database. This section is written to describe
those tables that are mapped from the ER model. The attribute types are omitted in this
section. However, they can be seen in Appendix B.
•

LABS Table: The lab_id attribute is the primary key of this table (see table 3.1). In
order to integrate with the BioTeams system, the tutos_pro_id attribute, which
refers to a project created in the BioTeams, and the tutos_pro_creator attribute,
which refers to the project creator, are needed to describe the relationships between
the two systems (the integration of the two systems will be discussed in section
3.6.1). To enforce the system security and data security, each lab has one defined
role and data access level. The Database Administrator (DBA) can grant certain
object privileges to a lab according to its role. The access level attribute describes
which public domain the lab can access (refer to chapter 3. 6. 3 and 3.6.4)

•

SERVICES Table: The service_id attribute is the primary key of this table (see
table 3.2). The lab_id attribute is needed as a foreign key to refer to a lab that offers
this service.
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Table 3. 1 : The definition of the LABS table
Attribute Name

Description

lab_id

A unique identifier

tutos_pro_id

A key referring to a product ID of BioTeams' products table

tutos_pro_creator

A key referring to the product creator user ID in BioTeams

lab_title

The litle of the lab

lab_login

The usemarne of a database user account assigned to the lab

lab_password

The encrypted password of the database user account

enc_key

The key for encrypting the password

lab_addr

The mailing address of the lab

lab_role

The role of the lab, e.g. guest, client, service or administrator

access_level

The data access level of the lab

lab_desc

The description of the lab

Table 3.2: The definition of the SERVICES table
Attribute Name

Description

service_id

A unique identifier

lab_id

A key referring to the offering lab

service_title

The title of the service

service_desc

The description about the service
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• REQUESTS Table: The request_id attribute is the primary key (see table 3.3).
The lab_id, service_id and service_lab_id attributes are the foreign keys. The
req_status attribute allows the request can be in pending status and then submitted
sometime later.

• PROJECTS Table: The purpose of this table is to group all of the relevant data
together about a single request (see table 3.4). The project_id attribute is the
primary key of this table. There is a one-to-one relationship with the REQUESTS
table; the request_id attribute is a foreign key in this table. Other foreign keys are
request_lab_id, service_id and service_lab_id. The manager of a project is defined
as an individual who made the request. The pro_status attribute allows research
labs to know the process status of their requests. The process can be in one of the
four states. These states are 1) waiting approval, 2) approval, 3) in processing and
4) result reported. The pro_active_mode attribute indicates that the project is
ongoing or finished. The pro_access_mode attribute allows users to share their
data with others (this will be discussed in section 3.6.3).

• UPDATE_REQUEST Table: The update_id attribute is the primary key of this
table (see table 3.5). There is a one-to-many relationship with the PROJECTS table;
the project_id attribute is a foreign key. The lab_id attribute is another foreign key
to refer to the LABS table.
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Table 3.3: The definition of the REQUESTS table
Attribute Name

Description

request _id

A unique identifier

lab_id

A key referring to the investigator's lab

service_id

A key referring to the requested service

service_lab_id

A key referring to the service offering lab

investigator

The person who made this request

req_status

The request status e.g. pending or submitted

stat_alt_person

The person who changed the request status

stat_alt_date

The date when the request status was changed

req_date

The date when this request was made

req_s_desc

The short description of the request (project title)

req_l_desc

The long description of the request

Table 3.4: The definition of the PROJECTS table
Attribute Name

Description

project_id

A unique identifier

request_id

A key referring to a request

request_lab_id

A key referring to the requester's lab

service_id

A key referring to the requested service

service_lab_id

A key referring to the service offering lab

manager

The person who made the request and created this project

req_date

The date when this project was created

pro_status

The process status, e.g. waiting approval and approval etc.

stat_alt_person

The person who changed the process status

stat_alt_date

The date when the process status was changed

pro_active_mode

The active mode of the project, e.g. ongoing or finished

act_alt_person

The person who changed the project active mode

act_alt_date

The date when the project active mode was changed

pro_access_mode

The public domain of the project where it is sharing to

acc_alt_person

The person who changed the data access domain

acc_alt_date

The date when the data access domain was changed
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Table 3.5: The definition of the UPDATE_REQUEST table

Attribute Name

Description

update_id

A unique identifier

lab_id

A key referring to the investigator's lab

project_id

A key referring to a project

investigator

The person who made the update

upd_s_desc

The short description of the update (update tile)

upd_date

upd_l_desc

The date when the request was updated
The long description of the update

• PROJECT_STATUS Table: The status_id is the primary key of this table (see
table 3.6). There is a one-to-many relationship with the PROJECTS table; the
project_id attribute is a foreign key. The purpose of this table is to keep a history
for the process status of a project.

• SAMPLE_SETS Table: The sample_set_id is the primary key (see table 3.7).
There is a one-to-many relationship with the PROJECTS table; the project_id
attribute is a foreign key.

• UPLOAD_FILES Table: The file_id attribute is the primary key (see table 3.8).
The sample_set_id, upload_lab_id, service_lab_id and format_id attributes are the
foreign keys to describe the relationships with SAMPLE_SETS, LABS and
FORMATS tables. Because the uploading files are stored in the file system of the
database server instead of storing in the database, the userfile attribute (a BFILE
data type) is used to indicate the location where the file is stored. The rece_person
and rece_date attributes allow users to track their sample movements.
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Table 3.6: The definition of the PROJECT_STATUS table
Description

Attribute Name
status_id

A unique identifier

projcct_id

A key referring to a project

status

The process status of the project

investigator

The person who changed the process status

state_date

The date when the process status was changed

Table 3.7: The definition of the SAMPLE_SETS table
Description

Attribute Name
sample_set_id

A unique identifier

project_id

A key referring to a project

investigator

The person who created the sample set

sset_date

The date when the sample set was created

sset_s_desc

The short description of the sample set (sample set title)

sset_l_desc

The long description of the sample set

Table 3.8: The definition of the UPLOAD_FILES table
Description

Attribute Name
file_id

A unique identifier

sample_set_id

A key referring to a sample set

upload_lab_id

A key referring to the investigator's lab

servcie_lab_id

A key referring to the service offering lab for the project

format_id

A key referring to the format of the file

investigator

The person who uploaded the file

load_date

The date when the file was uploaded

userfile

A BFILE to point to the file stored in the file system

file_type

The type of the file, e.g. text file, image file or excel file

file_size

The size of the file

filename

The file name which is defined by the investigator

file_s_desc

The short description of the file

file_l_desc

The long description of the file

rece_person

The person in the core lab who received the file

rece_date

The date when the file was received by the core lab
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•

SHIP_SAMPLES Table: The ship_id attribute is the primary key (see table 3.9).
The sample_set_id, ship_lab_id and ship_to_lab_id attributes are the foreign keys
to describe the relationships with SAMPLE_SETS and LABS tables. The
sample_type attribute is used to indicate the type of the sample. The rece_person
and rece_date attributes allow users to track their sample movements.

• FORMATS Table: The format_id attribute is the primary key (see table 3. 10).
The format_dtd attribute allows the system to find out the Document Type
Definition (DTD) of the format. For example, MAGE-ML is a XML based markup
language to describe the microarray data. Its DTD can be found at
http://cgi.omg.org/cgi-bin/doc?lifesci/01-1 1-02.

•

RESPONSES Table: The response_id is the primary key (see table 3. 1 1). The
lab_id and project_id attributes are the foreign keys to describe the relationships
with LABS and PROJECTS tables.

•

EXPERIMENTS Table: The experiment_id attribute is the primary key (see
table 3.12). The lab_id and project_id attributes are the foreign keys to describe the
relationships with LABS and PROJECTS tables.

•

RESULT_SETS Table: The result_set_id attribute is the primary key (see table
3. 13). The lab_id and project_id attributes are the foreign keys to describe the
relationships with LABS and PROJECTS tables. The rset_status attribute allows
core labs to pre-login their results (unfinished status), and then report the result
after collecting all of the data (finished status).
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Table 3.9: The definition of the SHIP_SAMPLES table
Auribute Name

Description

ship_id

A unique identifier

sample_set_id

A key referring to a sample set

ship_lab_id

A key referring to the investigator's lab

ship_to_lab_id

A key referring to the lab where the sample shipped to

investigator

The person who shipped the sample

ship_date

The date when the sample was shipped

sample_type

The sample type, e.g. DNA, RNA, proteins, tissues or mice

ship_s_desc

The short description of the sample

ship_l_desc

The long description of the sample

rece_person

The person in the core lab who received the sample

rece_date

The date when the sample was received by the core lab

Table 3. 10: The definition of the FORMATS table
Attribute Name

Description

format_id

A unique identifier

format_dtd

The location where the format OTO is stored

format_name

The name of the format

format_desc

The description of the format

Table 3. 1 1 : The definition of the RESPONSES table
Attribute Name

Description

response_id

A unique identifier

lab_id

A key referring to the service lab

project_id

A key referring to a project

investigator

The person who made the response

resp_date

The date when the response was made

resp_s_desc

The short description of the response

resp_l_desc

The long description of the response
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Table 3. 12: The definition of the EXPERIMENTS table
Description

Attribute Name
experiment_id

A unique identifier

lab_id

A key referring to the service lab

project_id

A key referring to a project

investigator

A person who scheduled the experiment

exp_date

The date when the experiment was scheduled

exp_s_desc

The short description of the experiment

exp_l_desc

The long description of the experiment

Table 3. 13: The definition of the RESULT_SETS table
Description

Attribute Name
result_set_id

A unique identifier

lab_id

A key referring to the service lab

project_id

A key referring to a project

investigator

The person who created the result set

rset_status

The result status, e.g. finished or unfinished

service_title

The title of the requested service

service_lab_title

The title of the service offering lab

report_date

The date when the result set was created

rset_s_desc

The short description of the result set

rset_l_desc

The long description of the result set
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• RESULT_BLOBS Table: The blob_id attribute is the primary key (see table 3. 14).
The result_set_id, format_id, lab_id attributes are the foreign keys to describe the
relationships with RESULT_SET S, FORMATS and LABS tables. Similar to the
UPLOAD_FILE table, the blob_file attribute is a BFILE data type to indicate the
location where the file is stored.

• GKDB_LINKS Table: The gkdb_link_id attribute is the primary key (see table
3. 15). The result_set_id and lab_id attributes are the foreign keys to describe the
relationships with RESULT_SET S and LABS tables. The LLINK_ID attribute
describes the LocusLink ID of a given gene that can be an input data when the
GeneKeyDB is used. The acc_type attribute describes the accession type of the
LocusLink ID, which could be protein, DNA or RNA.

• WWW_LINKS Table: The www_link_id is the primary key (see table 3. 16). The
result_set_id and lab_id attributes are the foreign keys to describe the relationships
with RESULT_SET S and LABS tables. The url attribute describes the address at
which the online resource is.

3.S The Schema Definition in SQL
This section describes the style of the SQL DDL (Data Definition Language)
syntax used in this project to transform the relational data model into database tables.
The basic principles of transformation include transforming attributes into columns,
choosing an appropriate data type for each of the columns, defining primary keys,
foreign keys, and data or referential constraints.
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Table 3. 14: The definition of the RESULT_BLOBS table
Description

Attribute Name
blob_id

A unique identifier

result_set_id

A key referring to a result set

format_id

A key referring to the format of the result file

lab_id

A key referring to the investigator's lab

investigator

The person who uploads the result file

blob_file

A BFILE to point to the file stored in the file system

blob_type

The type of the result files

blob_size

The size of the result files

filename

The file name which is defined by the investigator

load_date

The date when the result file was uploaded

blob_s_desc

The short description of the file

blob_l_desc

The long description of the file

Table 3. 15: The definition of the GKDB_LINKS table
Description

Attribute Name
gkdb_link_id

A unique identifier

result_set_id

A key referring to a result set

lab_id

A key referring to the investigator's lab

investigator

The person who added the link

llink_id

The LocusLink ID of the gene

acc_type

The accession type of the link, e.g. protein, DNA or RNA

link_date

The date when the link was added

gene_s_desc

The short description of the gene

gene_l_desc

The long description of the gene
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Table 3.16: The definition of the WWW_LINKS table
Attribute Name

Description

www_link_id

A unique identifier

result_sct_id

A key referring to a result set

lab_id

A key referring to the investigator's lab

investigator

The person who added the link

url

The address of the link

link_date

The date when the link was added

link_s_desc

The short description of the link

link_l_desc

The long description of the link

According to the logical data model defined in the previous section, sixteen
tables need to be defined by using DDL "CREATE TABLE" statement. Two examples
shown below illustrate the SQL syntax used in the ORACLE Si RDBMS to create
database tables.
In figure 3.3, the SQL syntax can be divided into two parts. In the first part
(from line 2 to 11), a suitable data type is assigned to each attribute such as varchar2 or
number followed by a 'not null' constraint or a default value. The syntax is given
below:

•

Syntax (1) for defining an attribute:

1. attribute-name DATATYPE (length)

OR {

NOT NULL
DEFAULT value

The second part is to define the data and referential constraints such as primary
key, unique and check (from line 13 to 19). The syntax is given below :
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I. CREATE TABLE LABS (
2
llb_ad
not aull,
varchlr2(16)
3
llb_title
varchlr2(SO)
not awl,
4.
nrcbar2(200)
not null,
Jab_lop
not null,
lab_pusword
varcbar2(200)
6.
default null.
archar2(2SO)
lab_adct
7
not awl,
number
l1luole
default 1.
accas_levet
number
8.
t.
lab_desc
varcbar2(4000)
default null,
10
tutos_pro_ad
number,
1 1.
tulol_pro_ant.or number,
1 2.
1 3.
CONSTRAINT labs_pk PRIMARY KEY(lab_�.
14
CONSTRAINT lab1_ukl UNJQUE(lalud).
1S
CONST!WNT labs_-2 UNJQUICtutos,o_id),
16.
CONSTRAINT labs_uk3 UNJQUE(lab_tide).
11
CONSTRAINT 1abs_uk4 UNlQUE(lab_loain).
18.
CONSTRAINT labs dtl CBECK(accen_level IN (1.2.3)).

s.

,�.

20. )

.

CONSTRAINT

lab1:ck2

CHECK ()ab_rolt IN (0,1 ,2,3))

Figure 3. 3: SQL syntax used to create LABS table

• Syntax (2) for defining a constraint:
1. CONSTRAINT constraint-name
CONSTRAINT-TYPE (attribute-name IN (values))
2.
From line 14 to 19 in figure 3.3, it is shown that each lab should have a unique
lab ID, a unique project ID created in the BioTeams system, a unique title, a unique
database login name and a unique password. In addition, the access_level (refer to
section 3. 6. 3) and lab_role (refer to section 3 . 6.4) are defined there as a number data
type with a check constraint. The potential values of these two attributes are as
follows:

• ACCESS_LEVEL:
1 = Lab can access data public to INIA-East, INIA-All and World domains
2 = Lab can access data public to INIA-All and World domains
3 = Lab can only access data public to World domain
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• LAB_ROLE:
0 = Lab is an administration core
1 = Lab is a core lab
2 = Lab is a research lab
3 = Lab is a one with the guest role
Figure 3.4 shows the table definition of the SERVICES table. In the previous
section, the ER diagram (see figure 3.2) shows that there is a one-to-many relationship
between labs and services entities. Because the services entity is on the "many" (called
child) side, the lab_id is needed as a foreign key in the SERVICES table. The syntax
shown below is used to define foreign keys.

• Syntax for defining a foreign key:
1.

2.

CONSTRAINT constraint-name FOREIGN KEY (attribute-name)
REFERENCES table-name (attribute-name)

The command of these two lines forces the system to follow the rule of
referential integrity. For example, a service cannot be offered by a lab that does not
exist in the LABS table.

1. CRE.A:m TABLE SERVICES (
2.
varchar2(16)
1ervice_id
varchar2(16)
lab_id
3.
4.
service_title
v•cha-2(50)
5.
service_desc
varcbar2(4000)
6.
7.
CONSTRAINT services_pk
CONSTRAINT services_ult l
8.
9.
CONSTR.AlNT
services_uk2
10.
CONSTRAINT services_ik
1 1.
12.
13. ) �

not null.
not nuD.
not nun.
default null.
PRJMARYKEY(service_id).
UNIQUE(service_id).
UNIQUE(semce_title).
FOREIGN KEY (lab_id)
REFERENCES LABS (lab_id)

Figure 3.4: SQL syntax used to create SERVICES table
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3.6 Implementation of Database Design
At the time of writing, the INIACS database has been created in ORACLE 8i
RDBMS according to the database schema designed in the previous sections. Besides
the creation of database tables in a RDBMS, however, there are many other issues that
have to be addressed in the database design, e.g. system and data security issues in the
multiple users environment. These remaining issues needed for implementation will be
discussed in following sections.

3.6.1 System Access and User Authentication
The INIACS is designed to allow multiple users to access the database at the
same time. Frequently, the solution in such kind of multiple users system is to create a
user table for recording each user's personal information including usemame and
password. In this case, when an end user initiates a login to the system from the
application by providing his personal usemame and password, the application will
login to the RDBMS using a default database user account and then authenticate the
end user's accessing privilege by comparing the usemame and password with those
stored in the user table. In other words, end users actually share one database user
account that was created by DBA using the "create user" DDL command.
The above method can work but it provides system and data security only on
the application level, not on the database level.
To address this problem, more than one database user will be created in order
to restrict users' object privileges (e.g. insert, select or delete) on the database level by
using database roles (this will be discussed in section 3.6.4). Since the fundamental
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unit of the INIACS database is a lab, all members in a lab are assumed to have the
same privileges to access data that belongs to the lab. With this assumption, a database
user account is created for each lab and all members in a lab use the same account for
accessing database. In such way, the INIACS is designed to provide researchers with a .
multiple users environment using database roles to control users' privileges.
However, this solution also poses another problem. Because there is no table
directly in the system that provides the information about the members of a lab, it
would be difficult for system to know who can use which user account to login. Hence,
a user authentication method is needed to check users' access privileges when they
login to the system.
Fortunately, the BioTeams system can be used as a tool to manage the human
resources of the INIA consortium (refer to section 2. 4). This system acquires these
data, as well. To approach the problem mentioned above, a lab in the INIACS will be
virtually derived from an INIA project created in the BioTeams system and each
project has a unique identifier (pro_id). In addition, each INIA researcher must have an
entry (called an address) in BioTeams so that each researcher can be identified by his
unique address ID (adr_id). In such way, the relationships between researchers and
labs can be identified through the BioTeams database.
A user authentication process used in this system is presented here (see figure
3.5). When a user logins the INIACS from the user interface, the system will enforce
the application to insert some information about the current user (e.g. the usemame
used to login and the user's adr_id) into a temporary table called SESSION_TABLE
via SESSION_TABLE_ VIEW which will fire an "INSIBAD OF' trigger called
IOFIUFER_SESSION_TABLE_ VIEW to check if the current user is an authorized
user or not by querying BioTeams database .
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Because the SESSION_TABLE is a temporary table whose data exist only for
the life of a session, the system is able to identify the current user through this table. If
the current user is a member of the lab, the inserting is executed and then the user 's
information will exist in the SESSION_TABLE. Otherwise, the inserting fails
indicating that the current user is not authorized to login to the INIACS. Figure 3.5
illustrates the authentication process mentioned above.

3.6.2 Data Access through Views
The INIACS system allows multiple users to access stored data at the same
time. Sometimes, users might need to query database though complicated relationships
across multiple tables. For example, if researchers want to track their sample
shipments through particular project IDs, they need to query three tables, which are
PROJECTS, SAMPLE_SETS and SHIP_SAMPLES tables. More complicated queries
than this could be met and would possibly decrease system performance, especially
when multiple users access the same data at the same time. To address this problem,
the system provides users with several defined views (called relational views) to hide
the complexity and enhance performance.
A relational view is a virtual table that does not store data but just stores a
query definition. Only records with selected fields that meet the definition will be_
placed in this virtual table at the running time so that it can be used to enhance
performance. An example is given below to solve the query problem above by
providing a view called SHIP_TRACK_VIEW (see figure 3.6).
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1.
2.
3.
4.

CREATE VIEW SIDP_TRACK_VIEW as
SELECT p.project_id,
s. sample_s et_id.
s. ship_id,
s. ship_date.
s.rece_person,,
s.rece_date

5.

6.
7.
8.

9.

1 0.
1 1.
1 2.
1 3.
14.
1 5.
1 6.
17.
1 8.
1 9.
20.
21.
22. /

FROM

PROJECTS p, SAMPLE_SETS ss . SHlP_SAMPLES s

WHERE s. sample_set_i d=ss. sample_set_id
11.project_id=p.p roject_id
AND
AND

(p.request_lab_id= (select lab_id from labs
where lab_login= ( select lab_login from session_table
where lab_login=USER ) )

OR

p. service_lab_id= (select lab_id from labs
where lab_login= ( select lab_login from session_tab le
where lab_login=USER ) ) )

Figure 3.6: SQL syntax used to create SHIP_TRACK_VIEW

The command lines (1 - 13) are the query definition to track sample
movements. In addition, a view can be used to enhance data security by defining who
can access the data. In this example, the definition from line 1 5 to 17 allows members
of the requesting lab to access the data, and the definition from line 19 to 21 allows
members of the core lab that has been requested to access the data. The same definition
can also be seen in most of the relational views created in this system and end users
can access data only through these views but not those base tables.

3.6.3 Data Sharing Method

In section 3.4, an attribute called access_level in the LABS table is defined for
determining the data access level of a lab. Initially in this system, three data access
levels that a lab can have are defined as follows: INIA-East, INIA-West and World.
Through this access_level attribute, the access privilege of a lab on shared data can be
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restricted.
As mentioned in section 1.1, there were two INIA consortia (INIA-East and
INIA-West) founded by the NIH. In this system, labs belonging to INIA-East
consortium are in the INIA-East access level that allows them to access any sharing
data including that is public to INIA-East, INIA-All or World domains (refer to section
2.3.7). Likewise, labs belonging to INIA-West consortium are in the INIA-West access
level that restricts them to accessing only data that are public to INIA-All or World
domains. Otherwise, if a lab does not belong to either one of the consortia, then this lab
is in the World access level and its members can access only the data that are public to
the World domain. The public domain of data can be defined in the pro_access_mode
attribute in the PROJECTS table. Both of the access_level and pro_access_mode
attributes are NUMBER data types with CHECK constraints to restrict their potential
values as follows :
• ACCESS_LEVEL
1 = Lab in INIA-East access level
2 = Lab in INIA-West access level
3 = Lab in World access level
• PRO_ACCESS_MODE
0 = Data can be accessed by requesting labs and cores which receive the requests
1 = Data sharing with labs in INIA-East access level
2 = Data sharing with labs in INIA-East or INIA-West access level
3 = Data sharing with labs in INIA-East, INIA-West or World access level
A view called PUBLIC_PROJECT_VIEW (see figure 3.7) is created to define
a rule to ensure that the method of data sharing proposed above is correctly
implemented.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

CREATE VIEW. PUBLIC_PROJECT_VIEW as
SELECT p.project_id
p.request_lab_id,
rl.lab_title as "REQ_LAB_TITLE",
p.service_id,
s.service_title,

9.

FROM

1 0.
1 1.
1 2.

1 3,
14.
1 5.
1 6.
1 7.
1 8.
1 9.
20.

PROJECTS p,REQUESTS r, LABS rl, SERVICES s, LABS s1

WHERE pro_access_mode >= (select access_level from LABS
where Iab_Iogin= ( select lab_login from session_table
where lab_login = USER ) )

I

AND
AND
AND
AND

r.request_id = p.request_id
p.request_lab_id = rl.lab_id
p.service_id = s.service_id
p.service_lab_id = sl.lab_id

Figure 3. 7: SQL syntax used to create PUBLIC_PROJECT_VIEW

In Figure 3. 7, part of the query definition is omitted. The WHERE clause of the
SQL statement (line 12 to 14) defines the rule that can be translated into the following
English sentence:

IF (the value of project access mode is larger than or equal to the value of lab
access level) THEN (the lab can access the project)

An example is given below: Assuming that a login lab is in the INIA-West
access level (access_level=2). Then the members of the lab can access the sharing
projects that are public to the INIA-All domain (pro_access_mode=2) or public to the
World domain (pro_access_mode=3), because the pro_access_mode is larger than or
equal to the access_level. In such way, those shared resources can be accessed via this
view.
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3.6.4 Database Roles and Security
As mentioned in section 3.6. 1, each lab uses one particular user account to
login to the INIACS. This indeed enhances the system security on the database level.
However, in order to ensure the data security, certain database privileges on those user
accounts need to be restricted, e.g. one database user cannot "write" data into a
particular table but another database user not only can "read" data from the table or
view but also can "write" data . into the base table . This requirement can be
accomplished by using database roles to control users' privileges.
A database role is a database object, which collects either object or system
privileges such as select, insert or update privileges on some particular tables or views
(27). A database administrator can define database roles of the system and then grant
defined roles to database users based on their jobs in the organization. In this system,
four database roles have been created as follows.

• INIA_ADMIN_ROLE: A collection of all privileges needed for administrators
• INIA_SERVICE_ROLE: A collection of all privileges needed for core labs
• INIA_CLIENT_ROLE: A collection of all privileges needed for research labs
• INIA_GUEST_ROLE: A collection of all privileges needed for labs other than
core or research labs

Several relational views have been created for accessing data stored in the base
tables. In order to restrict user 's privileges on views, the SQL "grant" command is
used to grant certain privileges on those relational views to roles. For example, a view
called SHIP_RECEIVE_VIEW, which can be accessed only by core labs, will allow
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core labs to update the rece_person and rece_date columns in the SlflP_SAMPLES
table. Hence, the select and update privileges on the view need to be granted to the
INIA_SERVICE_ROLE. In addition, as mentioned in section 3.2.2, according to the
collaboration process, core labs can request services from other cores. Thus, the
privileges that a research lab has should also be granted to core labs in that a core is
able to request services from other cores. A granting plan can be seen in figure 3.8 that
shows privileges can be granted from one role to another one. In any event, the
INIA_ADMIN_ROLE has all privileges and the INIA_SERVICE_ROLE also has
privileges that the INIA_CLIENT_ROLE has.

3.6.S Recording a Log of Changes to a Table
A table called "LOGS" is created to record logs by firing triggers when certain
tables are modified (see figure 3. 9). For certain columns, it will also record the original
value and the new value. This can be used as a backup plan for a record that is changed
by mistake and allow modest traceability in changes to the data.
The LOG_ID is a unique identifier for each change. The following information
can be retrieved from this table:
•

Who did this change and when?

•

Where did the user login the system?

•

Which table was changed?

•

What kinds of actions (inserts, update or delete) were performed?

•

Which record was changed?

•

Which column was modified?

•

What are the original and modified values?
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INIA_GUF.ST_ROLE

INIA_CLIENI'_ROLE

INIA_SERVICE_ROLE

Grant Privileges to Role
I
I

Grant Role to Role

INIA_ADMIN_ROLE

Fig.3.8 The plan for granting privileges to database roles

1 . CREATE TABLE L OGS (
2.
log_id
3.
not null,
varchar2(1 6)
4.
log_lab_login
varchar2(20)
not null,
log_date
default sysdate,
5.
date
default null,
varchar2(20)
remote_ addr
6.
7.
log_p erson
numb er,
varchar2(32)
ah_table
not null.
8.
9.
action
varchar2(8)
not null,
not null.
re c_id
1 0.
varchar2(1 6)
1 1.
default null,
alt_col
varchar2(50)
12.
old_val
varchar2(4000)
default null,
new_ val
13.
default null,
varchar2(4000)
14.
1 5.
CONSTRAINT
logs_pk PRIM:ARY KEY (log_id).
16.
CONSTRAINT
logs _ uk UNIQUE (log_id)
17. )
1 8. I
Figure 3.9: SQL syntax used to create LOGS table
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Chapter 4 Interface Design
The design of the user interface is critical if INIA researchers are to actually
access and utilize these distributed core facilities through this system. The interface
should enable users to work within the system to do what is needed for the INIA
consortium. A good user interface should not only increase the usability of the system
but also help users do processes and automate tasks in a manner that is consistent with
accepted practice and business rules of the INIA consortium (e.g. all user requests and
core responses can be tracked and summarized so that the co-Principal Investigators
(coPis) and the program managers can ensure that the requests are all appropriate and
all the responses are timely).
The primary criterion for a good user interface largely is to support the goals of
the users. In general, a user interface must make a user's job easier than by other
methods and it should be easy to use. Users should be able to quickly learn how to use
the tool. It should be clear to the users how they could use the system to automate
routine tasks or otherwise facilitate their work. The INIACS user interface is designed
to be reasonably straightforward to use.
In order to meet various requirements of users from different labs with
different roles, the INIACS interface is also designed to provide different functionality
to users according to the role of their lab(s) in the collaboration. For example, research
labs need the functionality to request a service but the core labs need the functionality
to receive and respond to the request.
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4.1 Client/Server Networking
As mentioned in section 2.2, the INIACS is built according to a classic
client/server architecture with networking support. The basic concept of a client/server
networking is that one computer (client) makes requests from another computer
(server) on the network, and then the server responds to the client with the requested
information (see figure 4. 1) (15). In the INIACS, the server side is a database built in
Oracle 8i RDBMS which has been discussed in chapter three, and the client side is a
set of applications including web browsers and a user interface, which directly interact
with end users. We are currently anticipating that users would use the web browser as
the client, but communications between clients and servers would be accomplished by
a middleware component including an application programming interface (API) that is
responsible for connecting to the database, for example using the Oracle Call Interface
(OCI) for connecting to the Oracle 8i RDBMS.
This chapter describes the INIACS user interface that allows end users to interact
with the system.

Request
Response

Database
Server
Server Side

Client Side

Figure 4. 1: The basic concept of the client/server networking
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4.1.1 Client-Side Technology: Using PUP
In order to support the interactions between research labs and core labs during
the research process, the INIACS interface should be interactive. In other words, an
appropriate programming language needs to be chosen in order to generate "dynamic"
web pages instead of the "static" pages written in raw HyperText Markup Language
(HTML) that can be driven from the database.
In this project the user interface is developed using PHP (PHP Hypertext
Preprocessor) programming language, which meets the requirements described above.
PHP is a cross-platform, HTML-embedded and server-side web scripting language
(28). Several features of PHP programming language are as follows: First, PHP is
simple and easy to learn, and also it is free and open source so that the designers do not
need to rely on a third provider. Second, it supports connections to a wide variety of
databases including Oracle, MySQL and PostgreSQL by using OCI, ODBC, JDBC or
other database-specific APis. Moreover, because PHP scripts are run on the server-side,
users should be able to operate the application on the Web without installing
application code on their computers. In such way, the interface can be easily
maintained and modified by the designer. Other features including high speed,
portability and stability also contribute to the reasons for using PHP in building this
interface.

4.2 User Considerations
Most of the potential users in the INIACS are experimental biologists.
Although some of them might have some database experience, most users do not have
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one. Thus, to the extent that is feasible, the INIACS interface should provide users
with an easy way to run complicated operations. Because most of the users should
have some experience in using a web browser, e.g. knowing how to navigate web sites,
these considerations will guide us to design a web-base interface that is easy to use.
However, it will be difficult to meet all users' requirements, especially in such
large-scale collaborations. Thus, this interface will still need to be tested, evaluated
and improved.

4.3 Interface Navigation
In order to help achieve the goal of easy navigation, a menu of the INIACS
interface is generated by a dynamic tree menu program, which is developed in an open
source project named "HTML_TreeMenuXL" (29). This program generates a menu in
a

tree

structure and can be expanded. The folders (or called "nodes") on the first level

of the tree are the main entries for particular functionality. Multiple links related to the
same functionality can be added on the second or deeper level. This folder and
subfolder structure is a common navigation metaphor used in a number of systems
familiar to most users. Because the two types of labs need different functionality to
perform their jobs in the collaboration, two types of the tree menus are created : one for
research labs and the other one for core labs (see figure 4.2). Depending on the role of
the login lab, only one type of menu will be seen on the main screen.
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Figure 4.2: Two types of tree menus: Research Lab Menu (left) and
Core Lab Menu (right)

4.3.1 Research Lab Menu
This type of menu provides research labs with all of the functions needed to
request a service from core labs. Users can easily navigate the interface through the
entire workflow such as to request a service or to upload or ship samples. The
workflow will be discussed in section 4.4. The nodes on the first level include
"Project", "Sample", "Result", "Public Domain" and "Logoff'. The functionality of
each node is described below:

• Project: This node allows users to request a service and also to manage their
projects. Users can access these functions through the nodes on the second level
which are described as follows: The "Add New Record" node allows them to fill in
a requesting form and submit it to core labs. The "Update Record" node allows
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users to update their requests. The "Manager Entry" node allows users to submit
requests or share their data with others.
•

Sample: This node allows users to upload or ship samples. The "Upload/Ship"

node on the second level is responsible for creating sample sets and loading
samples into sample sets. In addition, users can track the sample movements
through the ''Track Sample" node.
•

Result: This node allows research labs to retrieve results from the database.

•

Public Domain: This node facilitates data sharing. As mentioned in the previous

chapter, three public domains are defined as follows: INIA-East, INIA-All and
World. The three nodes on the second level are the entries for these three domains.
•

LogotT: This node allows users to logoff from this system.

4.3.2 Core Lab Menu
This menu provides core labs with all of the functions needed to process
requests, including responding to requests and reporting results to research labs. The
nodes on the first level include "Ongoing Projects", "Archive Projects", "Public
Domain" and "Logoff'. The functions of "Public Domain" and "Logoff' nodes are as
same as those in the research lab menu. The functionality of "Ongoing Projects" and
"Archive Projects" are described below:
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• Ongoing Projects: This node provides core labs with the functionality to work on
unfinished requests (defined as ongoing projects in this system). The functions
needed to process a request can be accessed through the following nodes on the
second level. The "Service responses" node allows core labs to give feedback on
the requests. The "Setup experiments" node allows core labs to schedule their
experiments needed to process the requests. The "Result report" node allows core
labs to report their results to the research labs. The "Add New Record" node on the
third level provides a fill-in form for them to record their data into the database.

• Archive Projects: This node is responsible for archiving projects, which have
been finished and are no longer active.

This program can also allow the interface developers to add more nodes in an
appropriate place with any additional functionality that is requested by users. Those
additional nodes should be visible to all users interested in a particular area of
functionality.

4.4 User Interfaces to Support Workflow
The workflow schema used in the INIACS is discussed in this section (see
figure 4.3). Workflow is a concept to describe how information flows through the
system. This concept also defines the basic business rules followed by the application.
The flow chart in figure 4.3 shows how the system delivers data from research labs to
core labs and where the researcher interacts with the system.
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Figure 4.3: INIACS workflow schema
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Pro,Jecta-1)

For example, a core lab can receive and respond to a request only if the request
has been submitted by the research lab. Meanwhile, the research lab needs to prepare
samples that are needed for the analysis and send them to the core lab. Once a request
is approved and samples are received, the core lab is able to schedule experiments,
collect analytical data and report results to the research lab.

The five main steps in the work.flow are:

►

Service Request

►

Sample Login

►

Request Approval/Response

►

Experiment Scheduling

►

Result Report

4.4.1 Service Request
In this step users need to request a service from a core lab. (As mentioned
earlier, this creates a project in the INIACS.) (See figure 4.4) A request/project can be
in pending status while users in the research lab can see it and modify it, but the one in
the core lab cannot. A function for submitting a request is shown in figure 4.5.
At the time of creating a project, the INIACS will automatically assign each
project a unique identifier (called project ID), which is composed of four characters
and twelve digits, e.g. "pro_OOOOOOOOOOOl". This format is also applied to other
record IDs in this system. This unique identifier will help users to group relevant
collaborative data together.
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Service Requesting Form
I

•

•

' S ervice offering lab
INIA:Core:1-hnucil::e Knockoo.t
INIA:Core:3-Gen�
INIA:Core:4-BioanalY1ical
INIA:Core:5-Newohistoloo

Figure 4.4: A fill-in form for requesting a service
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Figure 4.5: A function for submitting a request. This figure also
shows the function for sharing data to different public domains.
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4.4.2 Sample Login
In this step users are able to load samples into the INIACS system. As
mentioned in chapter two, before loading samples, a sample set has to be created for
organizing multiple samples (see figure 4.6).
An identifier (called sample set ID), consisting of four characters and twelve
digits, will be automatically assigned to each sample set. For example,
"sst_OOOOOOOOOOOl" is a sample set ID. The INIACS also allows users to load
samples separately at different time by assigning those samples to an existing sample
set.
Because of the wide variety of sample types that will be produced by this
consortium, such as electronic files or physical samples including tissues, DNA, RNA,
protein and mice, the INIACS offers two sample entry methods (see figure 4.7). One is
for uploading electronic files (see figure 4.8); another one is for shipping the physical
samples (see figure 4.9). Both types of samples could be grouped into a sample set. For
the purpose of better sample management, two types of sample IDs are created. One
type with prefix 'lod_' followed by twelve digits will be assigned to uploading files;
another type with prefix 'shp_' followed by twelve digits will be assigned to shipping
samples. For example, the "lod_OOOOOOOOOOl" is an uploaded file ID and the
"shp_OOOOOOOOOOOl " is a shipping sample ID.

4.4.3 Request Approval / Response
Once a request is submitted, the core lab needs to decide if it has the time and
resources to carry it out. If the core lab must agree, it so indicates by changing
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Figure 4.6: A fill-in form for creating a sample set
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the process status from "Waiting Approval" to "Approval" (see figure 4.10). Core labs
can also communicate with research labs via RESPONSE functionality (see figure
4.11). For example, if a request cannot be processed, the core lab can respond with the
reason. The INIACS system will also assign an identifier to response record, which is
called response ID, e.g. "rsp_OOOOOOOOOOOl" is a response ID.

4.4.4 Experiment Scheduling
In this step, core labs are able to schedule experiments needed to process their
requests (see figure 4.12). An experiment ID (e.g. exp_OOOOOOOOOOOl) will be
assigned to each experiment record. At the time of writing, this function allows core
labs to provide descriptions of planned experiments but does not provide any custom
worksheet for particular types of experiments. However, in order to support the variety
of experiments needed in different core labs, a future feature is expected to allow core
labs to define their worksheets for particular types of experiments and to link to their
protocols, which are stored in the system. This feature will be discussed in section 6.1.
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Figure 4.10: A function for changing the process status of a project
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4.4.5 Result Report
After a core lab has completed its work, it will want to report results to the
requesting lab. In this step, researchers need to create result sets for collecting all result
data (see figure 4.13). A result set ID (e.g. rst_OOOOOOOOOOOI) will be assigned to each
result set. During the process of data collection, a result set could be in "unfinished"
status. If the result is ready for reporting, researchers have to change the status to
"finished" (see figure 4.14). This will allow research labs to retrieve their results from
the system. Figure 4.15 shows the function to allow core labs to collect multiple result
data into a result set. To support various types of data formats that this consortium will
produce, the INIACS allows core labs to upload result data in all types of formats
including text files, images, Microsoft Excel spreadsheet files, XML format data, etc.
(see figure 4.16). In addition, a URL link that refers to online resources can be added
in a result set (see figure 4.17).
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Figure 4. 15: A function for adding result items into a result set
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Chapter S Implementation
Following the design phase, the next phase of the system development would
be implementation. In order to make this system "go live", the design is translated into
computer source code in this phase and then followed by implementation, testing, and
deployment. This chapter describes this phase from database creation to user interface
implementation and testing.

5.1 Database Implementation
The first stage of the implementation phase is to create the INIACS database.
The following SQL scripts are implemented based on the schema design described in
chapter three.

•

TableCreate_vl.O.sql
This script is responsible for creating the INIACS database schema including
twenty tables. The constraints and relationships among these tables are also
created in running this script (see Appendix B).

•

SequenceCreate_vl.O.sql
This script creates the sequence objects that will be assigned to records as
identifiers. At the time of writing, eighteen sequence objects have been created
(see Appendix C).
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•

FunctionCreate_vl.O.sql
This script written in the PUSQL language creates database functions. Currently,
one function is created in the database (see Appendix D).

•

ViewCreate_vl.O.sql
This script creates 53 relational views for the purpose of data access mentioned in
section 3.6.2. In order to enhance data security mentioned in section 3.6.4,
different views will

be

granted to different roles with certain privileges (see

Appendix E).

•

TriggerCreate_vl.O.sql
This script creates 50 triggers including triggers for assigning sequence to records
as identifiers, triggers for recording the log data when certain tables are modified,
and triggers for inserting records into base tables instead of the views (instead of
triggers). One trigger, called AIUDFER_REQUESTS_TRIGGER, is also
responsible for creating a project when a request is made (see Appendix F).

•

RoleCreate_vl.O.sql
This script creates four database roles as follows: INIA_GUEST_ROLE,
INIA_CLIENT_ROLE, INIA_SERVICE_ROLE and INIA_ADMIN_ROLE.

•

GrantPrivilegeToRole_vl.O.sql
This script is responsible for granting certain privileges (e.g. SELECT, INSERT
or UPDATE) on views (created by ViewCreate_vl .0.sql script) and sequence
objects (created by SequenceCreate_vl .0.sql script) to roles. To secure the
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database, database administrators (DBAs) need to grant roles to database users
depending on what role the user has (refer to section 3.6.4).

5.2 User Interface Implementation
The second stage of the implementation is to develop the user interface, using
the PHP language. The work undertaken in this stage is basically nothing more than
coding the idea of the work.flow schema, defined in chapter four, into web applications.
Furthermore, the interface also performs the functions to connect database server, to
translate the request into SQL Data Manipulation Language (DML) and to pass the
query. At the time of writing, the interface application consists of about 100 PHP script
files, which have been installed in an Apache web server. These scripts can be grouped
into the following ten categories according to their functionality.

• Login
The INIACS must obtain a user's identifier from the BioTeams' database before he
can be logged in to the INIACS. Therefore, the user identifier must be entered into
INIACS from the BioTeams' application. After obtaining the user identifier, the
INIACS will communicate with the BioTeams' database to authenticate the user's
privilege. Thus, INIACS users would login to BioTeams first and then login to the
INIACS (see section 3.6.1 for a detailed explanation).
Since each end user must have a login account for BioTeams, it would be
confusing for him to remember the second usemame and password for the INIACS
if he just wants to get into the INIACS. Besides, based on the system design
schema, all members in an INIA project use the same usemame and password for
the INIACS. This may cause serious security problems when some people are no
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longer members of the project. To address this problem, it would be better to allow
users to login to the INIACS automatically from the BioTeams so that users do not
need to know the passwords. This would entail having the server side application
go through the authentication process and then connect to the INIACS if the
accession is appropriate. In such way, the database administrator could routinely
change the passwords and the system can be implemented in a secure manner.
A PHP script called iniacs_logon.php has been created under the
BioTeams' application directory to achieve this task. In this script, the application
will generate a web page to list the INIA projects, which the user is participating
(see figure 5. 1). This script will retrieve the usemame and encrypted password, and
then login to the INIACS by calling other INIACS application scripts: logon.php
and index.php. These two scripts will perform the actions for login to the INIACS.
Figure 5. 1 shows the login has been approved by the server side application.

• Menu Tree
The menu tree structure is generated by the following scripts: TreeMenu.php,
TreeMenuXL.php, TreeMenu.js, ccBrowserlnfo.php and TreeMenu.css,
which were developed in one open source project "HTML_TreeMenuXL" (32).
As we mentioned in the section 4.4, the type of the menu appeared on the screen
depends on the role of the login lab such as core lab or research lab. The script
menu.php is created to generate the different types of menu dynamically
according to role of the login lab (refer to section 4.3).
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Figure 5. 1 : Login to INIACS system from the BioTeams application
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• Web Elements
In the script common.inc, we defined several common functions that are
responsible for generating web pages with XH1ML format, formatting the query
result, and setting up global or local environment variables. For a better coding
layout, the object-oriented feature of PHP language is used to define a Table object
and a Form object in the scripts TableClass.inc and FonnCiass.inc. The methods
defined in these two objects are used for the application programmer in generating
web pages. The script main.css defines a cascading style sheet (CSS) for
generating formatted web pages. The functions, objects and CSS defined in the
above scripts are needed in other scripts, which are responsible for generating web
pages.

• Database Actions
The functions defined in the script actions.inc are used in logging in and logging
off the system, querying the INIACS database by using PHP OCI-support
functions, and storing query results into an array. These functions will be called by
other scripts for the actions to communicate with the INIACS database.

• . Project
Scripts that are responsible for actions on requesting projects fall into this class.
For example, the script project.php displays project information on a web page,
and it is also responsible for the different actions on projects. For instance, to
access project_ins.php if there is a request to create a new project. In
project_ins.php a request is translated into a Data Definition Language (DDL)
statement (see figure 5.2).
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/t Parse paraeters frca $arr_repest array
$senice-Sur_re111est [' 1enice 1 ] ;
$1.ab-$arr_repe1t [ ' lab ' ] ;
$re1_1tatU1=$arr_repe1t [ 1 re1_1tat111 1 ] ;
$re1_1tat111--;
$re1_1_de1c-$arr_repe1t [ ' re1_•_desc 1 ] ;
$re1_l_desc-=$arr_repe1t[ 1 re1_l_de1c 1 ] ;

t/
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t
t
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t
t
ttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt/
SIilery-• insert into $DataBue . repe1t_entry_,iew

(lu_icl, 1enice_ill, senice_lab_U.,ret..,1tatu , inn1ti91hr , re1_1_tle1c , re1_l_de1c )
nlau ( 1 $lopn_labid 1 , 1 $1enice 1 , 1 6).u 1 , 1 $re1_1tat111 1 , $adr_H , 1 $rq_1_tle1c 1 , 1 $re1_1_de1c 1 ) 1 ;

$exe-lffy_SQL!xe( $gaery) ;

Figure 5.2: The application code in project_ins.php is for translating a user's request
into a DDL statement and executing the query command

The script ProjectViewRecord.inc generates a web page that displays
project information in detail for research labs and also provides the complete set of
functions needed to work on a project, i.e. request updating or sample
shipping/uploading. Through this script researchers can also get responses and
results back from core labs.
Most of the scripts in this class have the prefix 'project_' or 'Project' added
to the filename, e.g. project_select.php generates a drop down box using
JavaScript language, allowing a user to select a particular project (see figure 5.3).

• Sample
The scripts in this class provide a set of functions for research labs such as creating
sample sets, shipping or uploading samples. In addition, core labs can check out
sample information via these scripts.
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Figure 5.3: A function for selecting a particular project

The function of the script sample.php is similar to project.php. It generates
a web page that displays sample set information and allows users to retrieve
detailed information via hyperlinks.
There are other scripts in this class performing different functions. For
example, SamplePreForm.inc and sample_set_ins.php are responsible for
creating

sample

sets.

UploadShipForm.inc,

sample_uploading.php,

sample_shipping.php, SampleLoadingList.inc and SampleShippingList.inc are
responsible for shipping samples or uploading data files. The following scripts are
needed to track sample movements: SampleTrack.inc, SampleAUTrack.inc,
SampleSetTrack.inc, SampleFileTrack.inc and SampleShipTrack.inc.

• Response
The scripts in this class allow core labs to make responses for requesting projects
and allow research labs to view responses. The following scripts belong to this
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class: response.php, response_ins.php, Rsponse/ResponsePreForm.inc and
ResponseNiewRecord.inc.

• Experiment
The scripts in this class allow core labs to schedule their experiments and research
labs to check on progress. The following scripts belong to this class:
experiment.php, experiment_ins.php, Experiment/ExperimentPreForm.inc
and Experiment/ViewRecord.inc.

• Result
The scripts in this class allow core labs to create result sets, to upload result files, to
provide relevant web links and to report results. Once results have been reported,
research labs can get the results back via these scripts.

• Public
The idea of data sharing among the INIA consortium or with the people around the
world (refer to section 2.3.7) is implemented by the scripts in this class. The script
DomainSelect.inc allows users to select one public domain to enter. The scripts
INIAEastDomain.inc, INIADomain.inc and WorldDomain.inc allow users to
acquire shared data or projects. The script PubViwRecord.inc presents projects in
detail, but at the time of writing it does not provide any functionality for users to
work on them.
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5.3 Current System Status
Currently, this system is tested on different web browsers including Internet
Explorer, Mozilla and Netscape. In order to ensure that the web pages generated by the
PHP scripts are displayed correctly on different browsers, these web pages are
validated by using the W3C MarkUp Validating Service. In addition, the cascading
style sheet (CSS) is validated by using the W3C CSS Validating Service. Some
modifications have been made on some PHP scripts in order to generate standard
XHTML web pages.
To date the implementation of the system has made a good progress toward
achieving its objective of supporting large-scale biological collaborations. After these
tests, it will be ready to be deployed in the INIA consortium and to move forward to
another cycle of system development. This new collaborative system will be
demonstrated at the INIA-East 2003 Retreat meeting, in order to collect feedback from
our users. One maj or task at this meeting is to get users involved in the system
deployment phase, having them test and evaluate the system. It is expected to ascertain
more additional requirements of users from their feedback and evaluation. Some of
these requirements might be core specific or research lab specific needs. To meet these
additional requirements is the direction of future work and will be discussed in chapter
6.
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Chapter 6 Future Work
As mentioned before, the first version is a prototype, and the system is still in
the implementation and testing phases at the time of writing. Although its major
elements are in place, still much more functionality has to be developed in order to
meet the full requirements of the INIA consortium. The remaining issues will be
discussed in the following sections.

6.1 More Functionality Required
The following work is required to add more functionality either on the database
layer or on the application layer.

• Expanding the functionality of experiment scheduling
As mentioned in the section 2.3.4 and section 4.4.4, this functionality so far is
nothing more than a fill-in form that allows users to describe the experiments
needed to work on their samples. This functionality could assist core labs to ensure
that no samples are overlooked and allow research labs to get more information on
what work has been done on their samples. However, in order to meet the quality
assurance (QA) requirement for samples, we need to expand this functionality by
adding a feature of test method assignment (16). With this feature, core labs will be
able to save test protocols in the system and then assign test methods to samples. In
addition, default values of the parameters can be adjusted, when needed.
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• Annotation on shared data
This system provides a gateway to allow people to share their data with others.
Sometimes the results of an analysis are required to be explained or analyzed by
experts at different locations. To promote such collaborations, the experts should be
able to add their opinions and interpretations on shared data. This system will need
to capture and present these annotations on the Web.

• A better integration with BioTeams
As mentioned in the section 2.4, the BioTeams system would be a good tool to help
INIA researchers to manage human resources among this consortium. For example,
people could be assigned to a particular INIA project so that the database could
allow them to login to INIACS. We have already discussed this in chapter 5.
In addition to the login issue, there are many other resources that could be
used to promote collaborations by integrating with BioTeams. For example, since a
large number of INIA researchers are also associated with other projects, e.g. the
Tennessee Mouse Genome Consortium (TMGC), some resources would be used
among these projects, e.g. personal contact information. To avoid errors in
duplicating these resources to different places, we are using the BioTeams'
database as a central repository to manage these resources. For example, if a
researcher wants to send an email to another one, we want the correct email
address to be shared from the BioTeams' database. To achieve this, one server-side
script is needed to query BioTeams' database and display the contact information
on a web page. In such way the INIACS can promote better communication
between research labs and core labs, as well as foster additional related projects.
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6.2 XML/RDBM Overlap: Partial Decomposition Strategy
Nowadays, more and more data analysis applications are using XML
(eXtensible Markup Language) to describe the structure and content of electronic
documents (30). According to the list of XML resources given by Dr. Paul Gordon at
University of Calgary, Canada, more than 50 XML formats have been defined for
research in biological science (3 1 ). For example, the Bioinformatic Sequence Markup
Language (BSML) describes biological sequence information including DNA, RNA,
protein sequences and phenotypical characteristics in a semantic way (32). The
MicroArray Gene Expression Markup Language (MAGE-ML), which was developed
by MGED (the microarray gene expression data group, http://www.mged.org), is
designed to describe information about microarray-based experiments (33).
MAGE-ML has been proposed as a standard data-exchange format for communication
of the Minimum Information About a Microarray Experiment (MIAME) supportive
data between local databases, central archives and stand-alone analysis applications.
More recently, MIAME has been recognized as a standard for recording and reporting
microarray-based gene expression data (34) and some analysis packages have been
designed to export result data files to MAGE-ML or MAGE-ML compliant XML
documents, i.e. ArrayExpress from EBI (35), GDAC-Exporter SDK from Affymetrix
(36) or BioArray Software Environment (BASE) system (37).
Data generated by !NIA core labs can be stored in XML formats. For example,
the Informatics Core can analyze microarray expression data by using the BASE
application and outputting the results in MAGE-ML or other standard XML formats.
As we can see, a lot of gene information will be stored in a huge XML file and some of
them could be useful for further analysis, e.g. we can compare sets of genes
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simultaneously in GeneKeyDB, which is a data mining environment developed in Dr.
Jay Snoddy's lab, to elucidate the complex gene regulatory networks. To query
GeneKeyDB, researchers need to search and extract a subset of data, i.e. the
LocusLink IDs of genes, as an input from an entire XML file. This could be a very
cumbersome task and lead to poor performance due to the huge size of the file. Also,
because the XML format does not describe the relationships among the data, querying
these XML files would be difficult.
To address this problem, a solution proposed here is to use a "partial
decomposition" strategy to partially extract a subset of data (i.e. LocusLink IDs in our
case) into RDBMS for quick access and manipulation by sets, so that the function of
using XML (structuring content) can still be kept and also of using SQL (enforcing
relational constraints and organizing data) (38). Basically, the components of partial
decomposition are the following:

• Keeping the full data in XML format
• Storing the XML file as an instance in the database
• Extracting a needed subset of data from XML into relational tables

In fact, the INIACS allows users to keep their files in any kind of format and store
them in the database as BFILE instances. For a standard XML format, such as
MAGE-ML format, the system will reference the XML DTD or schema for each data
set via the FORMATS table (refer to section 3.4 for the definition of FORMATS table).
In order to implement this partial decomposition strategy, the third component is
needed in the future version of the system. For the case mentioned above, a script is
needed to extract the LocusLink IDs from XML files into the GKDB_LINKS table
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that already exists in the INIACS database (refer to section 3.4). With this component,
to retrieve a set of genes is just a SQL 'select' query on the GKDB_LINKS table and
one no longer needs to parse huge XML files.

6.3 Integration with the MicroArray Database
Microarray expression data is one major resource this consortium will produce,
particularly in the Bioanalytical Core. This core receives samples and processes
microarray experiments in a high-throughput manner. Although the current INIACS
can assist this core to acquire samples from research labs, however, more information
about requests or samples is needed to process analysis, e.g. the array (chip)
information or the treatment on samples. This core-specific need is not supported in
the current INIACS. Moreover, once the experiment is completed, the current INIACS
does not enforce semantic structuring of the microarray expression data, which is also
needed to help this core on data mining.
To meet these additional requirements, the INIACS will be integrated with the
MicroArray Database (MAD), another system that is being developed in our lab. The
MAD is developed specifically to assist the Bioanalytical Core to handle the
microarray experimental data including sample information and result data. It is
designed as a MIAME-compliant database system that could export the result data to
MAGE-ML format files. The integration of the INIACS and MAD (INIACS-MAD) is
expected to provide a robust data exchange and integration on those microarray
expression data for the Bioanalytical Core.
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Chapter 7 Conclusion
The primary goal of this project is to provide the INIA consortium with an IT
infrastructure to support large-scale biological collaborations and to give this
consortium a broader access to distributed resources. This infrastructure will allow
people to access, utilize and share the distributed resources found in a number of
laboratories, including specialized expertise and equipment. Moreover, because many
different roles are involved in such large scale collaborations, developers need to
ensure data can be accessed or stored only by authorized users; the right to "read" data
or "write" data needs to be restricted depending on the user's job. The INIACS system
was developed and accomplished the overall objectives.
Many issues needed to be addressed in building this collaborative system. This
thesis has discussed the needs of the INIA consortium and the current modes of
collaboration. Accessing distributed resources requires a central data repository or
database. This database has been built in a generic schema that allows easy
maintenance and modification.
Relational views are created not only to allow users to access the resources
stored in the database but also to prevent unauthorized data accessing, enhancing data
security. To enforce system security, database roles are used to restrict users'
privileges. Users can be granted with certain object privileges (e.g. to select or insert
on relational views), but not system privileges. Also, numbers of triggers on relational
views have been defined to check users' "write" privileges when users try to store data
in the database.
In order to support the geographically distributed collaborations, a web-based
user interface has been built and implemented to allow users to work together and
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access distributed resources regardless of their physical locations. The dynamic web
pages are generated in standard XHTML format by PHP scripts so that the requested
information can be displayed correctly on most web browsers. Many features have
been added to support the workflow that occurs in this large-scale collaboration. For
example, requesting services, loading samples or reporting analytical results. In
addition, this system allows researchers to track their sample movements and to share
their collaborative data with others through its data sharing function. Integration with
the BioTeams system allows designers to focus on issues of collaborative data
management and leave the people management to the BioTeams system.
Nowadays, with advancements in experimental and information techniques,
biological research is moving towards systematic approaches for understanding
complex biological networks. INIA consists of a team working across geographic
boundaries to meet the challenge of understanding such networks. A prerequisite for
its success is a collaborative bioinformatics that allows researchers access the
geographically distributed resources of INIA. The INIACS has been developed to
meet this requirement and is now ready for deployment. Although future work will be
needed in the next development cycle, it is foreseen that, once deployed, it will provide
a robust access to INIA' s distributed resources including expertise, people, equipment
and analytical processes residing in cores regardless of their physical locations.
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AppendixA: INIACS Database Schema

--

,__

PK

FKI

FK2
FK2

REQUESTS

SAMPLE SETS .....
....
sample set id ....
...
FK I project id

.--

request id
lab_id

investigator
sset_ date

service_id

service lab id

L+ PK
�

FKI

FK2

...

upd_ I desc

�

LABS

LAB ID
tutos_pro_id
tutos_pro_creator
lab_title
lab_login
lab�word
enc_key
lab_addr
lab_role
access_level
lab_desc

FK

status_id

project_id
status
investigator
state_date

GKDB LINKS

-

PK

FKI
FK2

2kdb link id
result_set_id
lab id
investigator
llink_id
acc_type
linlc_date

-► PK

-

◄

--

◄ -

◄ -

....

alt_table
actioo
rec_id
alt_col
old_val
new val

PROJECTS

project id
request_id
request_lab_id
service_id
service lab id
pro_status
stat_alt_person
stat_alt_date
manager
req_date
pro_active_mode
act_alt_person
act_alt_date
pro_access_mode
acc_alt_person
acc_alt_date

FK I
FK2

C

-

---

FKI
FK2

lab_id
project id
investigator
rset_status
service_title
service_lab_title
report_date
rset_s_desc
rset I desc

FKI
FK2

WWW link id
result_set_id
lab id
investigator
url
link_date
link_s_desc
link I desc
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sbip_l�id

ship_ to lab id
investigator

sbip_s_desc

sbip_Ldesc
rece_person

...--

rece_date

UPLOAD FILES

--•

�

PK

�•FK I

FK2
FK3
,..... FK4

r.Je id
sample_set_id

upload_lab_id
service_lab_id
format id
investigator

userfile

file_type
file_size
filename
file_s_desc
file_l_desc
load_date
rece_person
rece date

FORMATS
PK format_id
.....
...
fonnat_dtd

�

format_name
fonnat_desc

RESULT_BLOB�

--

PK

FKI
◄� FK2
FK3

��

•-

-

-

blob id
result_set_id
format_id
lab id
investigator
blob_file
blob_type
blob_size
filename
load_date
file_s_desc
file_t_desc

-

EXPERIMENTS

PK

FKI
�• FK2

experiment id
lab_id
project id
investigator
exp_date

exp_s_desc

WWW LINKS

PK

ship_ id
sample_set_id

sbip_date
sample_type

respome id
lab_id
project id
investigator
resp_date
resp_s_desc
resp_ I desc

....
RESULT SETS
.... PK
result set id

-

LOGS

log_persoo

PK

-

gene_l_desc

102.. id
log_tab_login
log_date
remote_addr

-- FK2
FK3

RESPONSES

--

gene_s_desc

PK

FKI

FK2
FK3
FK4

◄ --

PROJECT STATUS

PK

update id
project_id
lab id
investigator

upd_date
upd_s_desc

l"'I

lab_id

service_title
service desc

FK I

UPDATE REQUEST

PK

req_s_desc
req_l_desc

FK

SHIP SAMPLES

PK

sset I desc

req_date

-

,.....

sset_s_desc

req_status
stat_alt_person
stat_alt_date
investigator

SERVICES
► PK service_id

-

-

PK

exp I desc

SESSION TABLE
lab_login
investigator
remote_addr
manager_login
manager _pw

one-to-one
-► relationship
- one-to-many
-►
relationship

Appendix B: Table Definition
SQL> Descr ibe L.1.BS
Name

Nul l 7

Lll ID
TUTOS_PRO_ID
TUTOS_PRO_CRE.1.TOR
LJ.B TITLE
LAB LOGIN
Lll PASSVORD
ENC KEY
L.lB ADDR
LJ.B ROLE
.1.CCESS LEVEL
LAB DESC

Type

NOT NULL VARCHAR2
NUE:BER
NUl'IBER
NOT NULL VARClllR2
NOT NULL VARCHAR2
NOT NULL VARCHAR2
NOT NULL VARCHAR2
VARCH.1.R2
NOT NULL NUl'IBER
NUl'IBER
VARCHAR2

SQL> Descr ibe SERVICES
Name

Nul l 7

( 16 )
( 50 )
( 2 00 )
( 2 00)
( 2 00 )
( 2 50 )
( 4000 )

Type

NOT NULL VARCHAR2 ( 16 )
NOT NULL VARCHAR2 ( 1 6)
NOT NULL VARCHAR2 ( 50 )
VARCHAR2 ( 4000 )

SERVICE_ID
LAB ID
SERVICE TITLE
SERVICE DESC
SQL> Descr ibe R!:QU!:STS
Name
R!:QU!:ST_ID
L.1B ID
SERVICE ID
S!RVICE_LAB_ID
R!:Q_ST.1.TUS
ST AT .1LT P ERSOO
STAT ALT DATE
INVESTIGATOR
REQ_D.1.TE
REQ_S_DESC
REQ_L_DESC

Nul l 7

Type

NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT

VARCH.1.R2
VARCIUR2
VARCIUR2
VARCHAR2
NUMBER

NULL
NULL
NULL
NULL

( 16)
( 16)
( 16)
( 16)

NUMBER
DATE

NUMBER
DATE
VARCHAR2 ( 50 )
VARCHAR2 ( 4000 )

SQL> Descr ibe PROJECTS
Name
PROJECT ID
REQU!:ST_ID
REQUEST_L.1B_ID
SERVICE ID
SERVICE_LAB_ID
PRO_ST.1.TUS
STAT .1.LT PERSOO
STAT ALT DATE
l'IANAGER
REQ_D.1.TE
PRO- ACTIVE- l'IODE
.1.CT ALT PERSON
.1.CT ALT DATE
PRO_ACCESS_!lODE
A.CC ALT PERSON
ACC ALT DATE

Nul l 7

Type

NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT

VARCHAR2 ( 1 6 )
VARClURZ ( 1 6 )
VARClUR2 ( 1 6 )
VARCHAR2 ( 1 6 )
VARCHAR2 ( 1 6 )
NUMBER
NUMBER

NULL
NULL
NULL
NULL
NULL

DATE

NUMBER

DATE
NUMBER
NUMBER
DATE
NUMBER
NUMBER
DATE

1 12

SOL> De8cril:>e PROJECT STATUS
Name

Nul l?

STATUS ID
PROJECT ID
STATUS
INVESTIGATOR
STA.TE DJ.TE

Type

NOT NULL VARCH.lR2 ( 1 6 )
NOT NULL VARCIUR2 ( 1 6 )
NOT NULL NUMBER
NUMBER
D.A.TE

5QL> De8cr il:>e UPDATI_RIQUlST
Name

Nul l ?

UPDATE ID
PROJECT ID
LAB ID
INVESTIGATOR
UPD_DJ.TI
UPD S DESC
UPD L D!SC

Type

NOT NULL VARCIUR2 ( 1 6 )
NOT NULL VARCH.lR2 ( 1 6 )
NOT NULL VARCIUR2 ( 1 6 )
NUMB ER
D.lT!
VARCHAR2 ( SO )
VARClllR2 ( 4000 )

SQL> Descr ibe SAHPL! SITS
Name

Nul l ?

SAHPL! S IT ID
PROJ!CT_ID
INVESTIGATOR
SS!T DA.TI
SSET_S_D!SC
SSET_L_D!SC

Type

NOT NULL VARClllR2
NOT NULL VARCIUR2
NUMBER
DAT!
VARCH.lR2
V.1RCH.lR2

SQL> Describe FORMATS
Name

Nul l ?

SOL> De8cribe UPLO.lD_F ILES
Name

Nul l ?

( 50 )
( 4000 )

Type

NOT NULL V.1RCH.lR2
VARCIUR2
V.1RCHAR2
VARCH.lR2

FORK.lT_ID
FORMAT DTD
FORHAT_NAH!
FORMAT_D!SC

( 16)
( 16 )

( 16)
( 2 50 )
( 2 00)
( 4000 )

Type

NOT NULL VARCHAR2 ( 1 6)
NOT NULL VARCHAR2 ( 1 6)
NOT NULL VARCIUR2 ( 1 6 )
NOT NULL VARCHJ.R2 ( 1 6 )
VARCIUR2 ( 1 6)
NtJllIB!R
B INARY F ILI LOB
VARCHAR2 ( 100)
NUl!IBER
V.lRCIUR2 ( 2 00 )
V.lRCH.l.R2 ( SO)
VARCHAR2 ( 4000 )
DAT!:
NtJllIB!R
D.lTE

F IL! ID
S.lm>LE SIT ID
UPLO.lD_Lll_ID
3E.RVICE_LAB_ID
FORJIUT_ID
INVESTIGATOR
US!RT IL!
F ILI TYPE
F ILI_S I Z E
F ILENAME
F ILE_S_DESC
rIL!_L_D!SC
LO.lD DAT!
REC! P!RSOO
RECE_DATE

1 13

SQL> DeBcr ibe SHIP_SAIIPLES
Name

Nul l ?

SHIP ID
S.llIPLE SET ID
SHIP LAB ID
SHI P_TO_Ll.B_ID
INVESTIGATOR
SHIP DATI:
SAl'IPLE TYP!
SHIP_S_DISC
SHIP L DESC
REC[ PERSOO
RECE_DATE

NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT

Type

VARCH.AR2
VARCH.AR2
VARCHAR2
VARCH.AR2
NlfflBER
DATI:
NOT NULL VARCHAR2
VARCH.AR2
VARCHAR2
Num3ER
DATI:

SQL> De�cr ibe R!SPOOSES
Name

NULL
NULL
NULL
NULL

Nul l 7

( 16)
( 16)
( 16)
( 16)
( 100 )
( 50 )
( -4000 )

Type

NOT NULL VARCHAR2 ( 1 6 )
NOT NULL VARClllR2 ( 1 6 )
NOT NULL VARCHAR2 ( 1 6 )
NUMBER
DATE
VARCHAR2 ( 50 )
VARCHAR2 ( 4000)

RESPONSE ID
LAB ID
PROJECT ID
INVESTIGATOR
RESP_DATE
RESP S DESC
RESP L DESC
SQL> DeBcribe EXPERil'IENTS
Name

Nul l ?

Type

NOT NULL VARClilR2 ( 1 6 )
NOT NULL VARCHAR2 ( 1 6 )
NOT NULL VARCHAR2 ( 1 6 )
NUMBER
DATE
VARCHAR2 ( 50 )
VARCHAR2 ( 4000 )

EXPERil'IENT_ID
LAB ID
PROJECT ID
INVESTIGJ.TOR
EXP_DATE
EXP S DESC
EXP L DESC
SOL> DeBcr ibe RESULT SETS
Name

Nul l 7

Type

NOT NULL VARC1UR2 ( 1 6 )
NOT NULL VARCHAR2 ( 1 6 )
NOT NULL VARClllR2 ( 1 6 )
NUMBER
NUMBER
NOT NULL VARC1UR2 ( 50 )
NOT NULL VARClllR2 ( 50 )
DATE
VARCHAR2 ( 50 )
VARClilR2 ( 4000 )

RESULT SET ID
LAB ID
PROJECT ID
INVESTIGATOR
RSET STATUS
S!RVICE_TITLE
SERVICE_LAB_TITLE
REPORT DATE
RS ET S DESC

RSET L DISC

1 14

SOL> De�cr ibe RES ULT_BLOBS
Name

Nul l ?

BLOB I D
RESULT_SET_ ID
FORlUT_ ID

NOT NULL VA.RCIUR2 ( 1 6)
NOT NULL V.lRCHJ.R2 ( 1 6 )
V.lRCHJ.R2 ( 1 6 )
NOT NULL V.lRCHJ.R2 ( 1 6 )
NUl'IBJ!:R
B INARY F I LE LOB
VARCIUR2 ( 100 )
NUl!IBER
V.lRCHJ.R2 ( 2 00 )
DATE
VA.RCH.1.R2 ( 50 )
VARCIUR2 ( 4000 )

Lil ID

INV!STIGATOR
BLOB FIL!
BLOB_TYPE
BL OB_S IZE
F ILENAME
LOAD DATE
BLOB S DESC
BLOB_L_DESC
5QL> Descr ibe GKDB L INKS
Name

Nul l ?

GKDB L INK I D
RES ULT_SET_ID
LAB ID
INVESTIGATOR
L L INK ID
.lCC TYPE
L INK DATE
GENE_S_D!SC
GENE L DISC
5QL>
N�

Name

Describe TJliTII L INKS

Nul l ?

Name

Type

NOT NULL V.lRCIUR2
NOT NULL V ARCH.1.R2
NOT NULL VARCH.1.R2
NUl'IBER
V.lRCIUR2
DATE
V ARCH.lR2
VARCHAR2

Descr ibe LOGS

Nul l ?

LOG_ID
LOG LAB LOGIN
LOG DAT!:
RI!IOTE ADDR
LOG_PERSCf.l
J.LT TABL E
.1.CTICfi
REC_ID
.1.LT_COL
OLD_VAL
NEW VAL
SQL>

Type

NOT NULL VARCH.1.R2 ( 1 6 )
NOT NULL VA.RClUR2 ( 1 6 )
NOT NULL VA.RCH.1.R2 ( 1 6 )
NUMBER
NUMBER
VARC!UR2 ( 100 )
DA.Tl
VARCR.lR2 ( 5 0 )
VARC!UR2 ( 4000 )

liTTiltJ_L INK_ID
RE5UL T SET ID
LAB ID
INV!ST IGATOR
URL
L INK DATE
L INK_S_D ESC
L INK L DESC
5QL>

Type

( 16)
( 16)
( 1 6)
( 2 50 )
( 50)
( 4000 )

Type

NOT NULL V.lRCHJ.R2 ( 1 6 )
NOT NULL VA.RCIUR2 ( 2 0 )
DA.Tl
V.lRCIUR2 ( 2 0 )
NUl!IBER
NOT NULL VARCH.lR2 ( 3 2 )
NOT NULL VA.RC HAR2 ( 8 )
NOT NULL VA.RCHAR2 ( 1 6 )
V.lRCHJ.R2 ( SO )
VARCIUR2 ( 4000)
V.lRCHAR2 ( 4000 )

Describe SE SS ION TABLE

Nul l ?

LAB LOGIN
INVESTI GATOR
REMOTE ADDR

Type

NOT NULL VA.RCHAR2
NUl!IBER
VARCH.A.R2
VARCH.A.R2
VARCH.A.R2

DN.LGER_LOGIN

l'lANAGER PW

1 15

(20)
(20)
( 2 00 )
(20)

AppendixC: Sequence Objects

SQL> Descr ibe US[R_SEQUlNC!S
Name

Nul l ?

S!QUENCE_N.1!1!
HIN V.1LUE
llX:_VALUE
INCRE!ENT_BY
CYCLE_rLAG
ORDER FL.lG
CJ.CHl_S I Z!:
LAST_NUJIBER

Type

NOT NULL VJ.RCIUR2 ( 3 0 )
NUMBER
NUMBER
NOT NULL NUHB[R
VARCHAR2 ( 1)
V.1.RCIUR2 ( 1)
NOT NULL NUMBER
NOT NULL NUMBER

SQL > SELECT SEQUENCE-N.1HE, BIN_VALU[ , HAX_V.1LUE , INCREHENT_BY FROft US!R_SEQUENCES
2

/

HIN V.1LUE ftAX V.A.LUE INCREIIENT BY
---------- ----------------------------------------- ---------SEQUENCE_NAHE

BOB ID_S!Q

BUG_ID_SEQ
!XP_ID_SEQ

rHT_ID_SEQ

ID_SEQ
LAB_ID_SEQ
LOD_ID_S!Q
LOG_ID_SEQ
PRO_ID_SEQ
PST_ID_SEQ
R!O_ID_SEQ

GKD

SEQUENCE_NAHE
RSP_ID_SEQ
RST_ID_SEQ
SER_ID_SEQ
SHP_ID_S!Q
SST_ID_SEQ
UPD_ID_SEQ
TiTn_ID_SEQ

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

HIN VALUE
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1 . 0 000!+12
1 . 0 000!:+12
1 . 0 000!:+12
1 . 0000!+12
1 . 0000!:+12
1 . 0000!+12
1 . 0000!:+12
1 . 0000!:+12
1 . 0000!+12
1 . 0000!:+12
1 . 0000!:+12

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

ftAX VALUE INCREIIENT BY
1 . 0000!+12
1 . 0000!:+12
1 . 0000!+12
1 . 00001:+12
1 . 0000!:+12
1 . 0000!+12
1 . 0000!+12

18 rows seleceed .
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1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Appendix D: Function Definition

SOL> Descr ibe USER_SOURCE
Name

Nul l ?

NAME
TYPE
L INE
TEXT

Type
VARCHAR2 ( 3 0 )
VARCHAR2 ( 12 )
NUMBER
VARCHAR2 ( 4000 )

SOL> SELECT L INE , TEXT FROM USER SOURCE WHERE NAME = 1 IS MANAGER '
2 /
L INE TEXT
1 funct ion is_manager (adr id nwnber , l_login varchar2
, l_pv varchar2 ) return nwnber
2 as
3
rowcnt nwnber ;
4 begin
s se lect count ( *) into rowcnt
6
from tutos . peop le
7
where adr id = adr id
8
and login• ! login
9
and pw= l_pv;
10
11
i f rowcnt = l then
12
return 1 ;
e lse
13
14
return O ;
15
end if ;
1 6 end is_rnanager ;
16 rows se lected .
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Appendix E: Views
SQL> SELECT VIEW NAME FROM USER VIEWS
2 /
VIEW NAME
ADMINISTRATION VIEW
BLOB INSERT VIEW
BLOB SELECT-VIEW
BUG REPORT VIEW
BUG SELECT VIEW
EXPERIMENT SELECT VIEW
F ILE LOAD ING VIEW
F ILE- RECE IVE-VIEW
F ILE SELECT VIEW
F ILE-TRACK-VIEW
FORMAT SELECT VIEW
GKDB INSERT VIEW
GKDB SELECT VIEW
INIA LABS VIEW
INVESTIGATOR VIEW
LAB INFO-VIEW
LAB MEMBERS VIEW

-

-

-

-

VIEW NAME
PROJECT MANAGER VIEW
PROJECT OTJNERSHIP VIEW
PUBL IC- BLOB-VIEW
PUBL IC-EXPERI MENT VIEW
PUBLIC F ILE-VIEW
PUBL IC- GKDB-VIEW
PUBLIC-PROJECT STATUS-VIEW
PUBL IC-PROJECT-VIEW
PUBL IC-RESPONSE -VIEW
PUBL IC-RESULT-VIEW
PUBL IC-SAMPLE -SET VIEW
PUBL IC-SHIP -VIEW
PUBLIC_UP DATE_REQUEST_VIEW
PUBLIC WWW VIEW
REQUEST_ENTRY_VIEW
RESPONSE SELECT-VIEW
RESULT-SELECT-VIEW

-

-

-

-

-

1 18

VIEW NAME

-

-

SAMPLE-SETS INSERT VIEW
SAMPLE SETS SELECT VIEW
SERVICE EXPERIMENT-VIEW
SERVICE LAB VIEW
SERVICE L IST VIEW
SERVICE RESPONSE VIEW
SERVICE RESULT VIEW
SESS ION-TABLE-VIEW
SHIP RECE IVE VIEW
SHIP-SAMPLES VIEW
SHIP SELECT VIEW
SHIP TRACK VIEW
TRACK PROJECT STATUS VIEW
UPDATE PROJECT ACTIVE VIEW
UPDATE PROJECT STATUS VIEW
UPDATE_REQUEST_INSERT_VIEW
UPDATE_REQUEST_SELECT_VIEW

- -

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

VIEW NAME
VWW INSERT VIEW
VWV SELECT VIEW
53 rows se lected .

1 19

Appendix F: Triggers
SQL> SELICT TRIGGER_tUIII:, TRIGGIR_TYPI, TRIGGIRING_IVENT, TJ.BLI_NI.III: FROJII USER_TRIGGIRS
2 /
TRIGGIR_NAJII

TRIGGIR_TYPE

TRIGGIRING_IVENT

AIUDFIR BUGS TRIGGIR
AIUDFIR:IXPIRIIIENTS_TRIGGIR
AIUDFIR GKDB LINKS TRIGGER
AIUDFIR-PROJECTS TRIGGER
AIUDFIR-PROJICT STATUS TRIGGER
AIUDF!R-REQUESTS TRIGGER
AIUDFIR-RESPCfiSES TRIGGER
AIUDFIR:RESULT_BLOBS_TRIGGER
AIUDFIR RESULT SITS TRIGGER
AIUDFIR:s.111PLI:s1-rs:TRIGGIR
AIUDFER_SHIP_S.LJIIPLES_TRIGGER
AIUD F!R UPDATE REQUEST TRIGGER
AIUDFIR-UPLOAD-FILES TRIGGER
AIUDFIR:vvv_LIXKS_TRIGGER
BIFIR BUGS ID
B IF!R-lXP!RIJ!ENTS ID
B IFER:roRJU.TS_ID -

AFTER EACH ROW
AFTER IACH ROW
AFTER EAC H ROW
AFTER UCH ROW
AFTER EACH ROW
AFTER EACH ROW
AFTER EACH ROW
.lFTER EACH ROV
AFTER EACH ROV
AFTER EAC H ROW
AFTER EAC H ROW
AFTER EACH ROW
AFT!R EACH ROW
AFTER EACH Row
BEFORE EACH ROW
BEFORE IACH ROW
BifORI IACH ROV

INSERT
INSERT
INSERT
INSERT
INSIRT
INSERT
INSERT
INSERT
INSERT
INSERT
INSERT
INSERT
INSERT
INSERT
INSERT
INSERT
INSERT

TRIGGIR_NAJII

TRIGGIR_TYPE

TRIGGERING_lVENT

TJ.BLI_NI.III:

BIFER_GKDB_LINKS_ID
B IF!R_LABS_ID
B IF!R_LOOS_ID
B IFER PROJECTS ID
B IFIR-PROJICT STATUS ID
B IF!R:RlQU!STS_ID
B IF!R RISPClfSIS ID
B IFIR RISULT BLOBS ID
BIFER:REsULT:s1TS_ID
BIFER_SAIIPLl_SETS_ID
B IFER SIRVICIS ID
B IFER-SHIP SllPLlS ID
BIFER=OPDATE_REQOEST_I D
B I F!R_UPLOAD_FIL!S_ID
BIFIR_VVV_LINXS_ID
IOFIDfER BLOB INSERT VIEV
1or1Dr1R:suo_iEPORT_VIEV

BEFORE IlCH
B!FORI IACH
B!fORI EACH
BEFORE EACH
BEFORE EACH
BEFORE IACH
B!P'ORE EACH
BEFORE UCH
BEFORE EACH
BEFORE IACH
BEfORI EACH
BEFORE EACH
BEFORE EACH
BIFORI EACH
BIFORI IACH
INSTEAD or
INSTEAD or

INSERT
INSERT
INSERT
INSERT
INSERT
INSERT
INSERT
INSERT
INSERT
INSERT
INSERT
INSERT
INSERT
INSERT
INSERT
INSERT OR DELETE
INSERT OR DELITE

GKDB_L INKS
LJ.BS
LOOS
PROJECTS
PROJICT_STATU5
REQUESTS
RESPONSES
RISULT_BLOBS
RESULT_S!TS
SAJIPLI_SITS
SERVICES
SHIP_S.lllPLES
UPDATE_RI QUEST
UPLOAD_FILES
VVlJ_L INKS
B LOB INSERT VIEW
BUG_REPORT_VI!U

-

-

TJUGGER_N.UU:

TRIGOER_TYPE

IOFIDFER FILE LOADING VIEi
IOFIDFER-GKl>B-DfSERT VIEV
IOFIDFER=RJ:QuiST_ENTRY_VIEW
IOFIDFER_SAJIPLE_SETS_INS_VIEW
IOPIDFER SERVICE EZP VIEV
IOFIDFER-SIRVICI-RESPCll'!II VIEV
IOFIDF!R-SHIP SAKPLES VIEW
IOF IDFER-UPD REQUEST DJS VIEW
IOFIDrEa:wwv:DISERT_VIEV
IOFIUJ>FER_SEJWICE_USULT_VIEV
IOFIUFIR SIBSIQI TJJILI VIEW
IOFUFER_FILE_UC!IVI_VIEi
IOFUFER PROJECT ll1BAGER VIEW
Iorurra:sBIP_U:CI IVl_viiv
IOFUFIR_UPD_PRO_ACTIVJ:_VIEW
IOFUFER_UPD_PRO_STATU9_VIEW

INSTUD
INSTUJ)
INSTUD
INSTE.lD
INSTE.lD
INSTEAD
INSTEAD
INSTEAD
INSTEAD

ROW
ROW
ROW
ROW
ROV
ROV
ROW
ROV
ROW
ROW
ROV
ROV
ROW
ROW
ROV

OR
OR
OR
OR
OR
OR
OR
OR
OR
OR
OR
OR
OR
OR

UPDATI
UPDATE
UPDATE
UPDATE
UPDATE
UPDATE
UPDATE
UPDATE
UPDATE
UPDATE
UPDATE
UPDATE
UPDATE
UPDATI

TJ.BLI_N.lJIE
OR
OR
OR
OR
OR
OR
OR
OR
OR
OR
OR
OR
OR
OR

DILITE
DILITE
D!LET!
DILETE
DILITI
DELETE
DELETI
DELETE
DELETI
DELITE
DELETE
DELITI
DELETE
DELITE

BUGS
IXPIRIIIINTS
GKDB_LINKS
PROJECTS
PROJICT_STATUS
REQUESTS
RESPCfiSES
RESULT_BLOBS
RISULT SITS
5.lllPLE-SETS
SHIP_SWLES
UPDATI_REQOEST
UPLOAD_F ILIS
UVV_LINKS
BUGS
EXPERill!NTS
FORIIATS

-

------------------------------ TlBLE_NAJIE
---------------- TRIGGERDfG_EVENT

INSTEAD

INSTIAD
INSTEAD
INSTEAD
INSTEAD
INSTEAD
INSTEAD

OP'
or
or
or
or
or
or
or

or

or
or

or

or
or
or
or

INSERT
INSERT
INSERT
INSERT
INSERT
INSERT
INSERT
INSERT
INSERT
INSERT
INSERT
UPDATE
UPD.LT!
UPD.LTI
UPD.LTE
UPD.LTE

OR
OR
OR.
OR.
OR.
OR
OR
OR
OR
OR
OR

50 rows selec�ed.
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DELETE
DELETE
DELETE
DELETE
DELETE
DEL!T!
DELETE
DELET!
DELETE
UPDATE OR DELETE
UPDATE

-

P'ILE_LOADIJfG_VIEi
GKl>B IN3ERT VIEW
uQUisT_nrriY_VIEw
SllPLE SETS INSERT VIEW
SERVICE EZP!RIIIINT-VIEV
S!RVICE=RESPafSE_VI!V
SHIP_SAJIPLES_VI!V
UPDATE REQUEST IHB!RT VI!V
nv_msERT_vIIi
SERVICE_R!SULT_VI!W
SISSIQI TJJILI VIEV
FILE_UCEIVI_VIEV
PROJECT ILUfAGER VIEW
SBIP_uc1IV1_VIiv
UPDATE_PROJICT_ACTIVE_VIEW
UPDATE_PROJICT_STATIJS_VIEW
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